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1.0 Executive Summary
This research represents a three-month detailed survey and
examination of First Responder technology needs in the specific areas of
Command, Control & Communication (C3) for situational awareness.
The research was supported by the Center for Commercialization of
Advanced Technology (CCAT) and the San Diego Regional Technology
Center (RTC). CCAT is a Department of Defense/SPAWAR funded
consortium of public and private institutions with a mission of
facilitating technology transfer between public and private agencies to
enhance the nation’s defense and homeland security. The San Diego
RTC is a Department of Homeland Security funded technology testing
center and informational clearing house for First Responder
technologies. The RTC is located at the San Diego State University
Foundation.
The study was specifically conducted for the 1401 Technology Transfer
Program within the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Homeland Defense and Americas’ Security Affairs).
The 1401
Technology Transfer Program was established by the 2003 National
Defense Authorization Act – Section 1401 which states that the
“Secretary of Defense shall designate a senior official of the Department
of Defense to coordinate all Department of Defense efforts to identify,
evaluate, deploy, and transfer to Federal, State, and local First
Responders technology items and equipment in support of homeland
security.” The goals of the 1401 Technology Transfer Program are to:
Enhance the capabilities of Federal, State, and local first
responders and public safety officials.
Make available DoD technology, items, and equipment that are
compatible and interoperable with those of Federal, State, and
local first responders.
Create opportunities to collaborate on research, development,
testing, and evaluation of high priority technology, items, and
equipment.
Facilitate awareness of DoD activities in support of public safety
and homeland security.
The research was conducted between July, 2007 and September, 2007,
and consisted of over seventy interviews and focus groups with senior
management of First Responder agencies in both North Carolina and
Southern California. These agencies included local law enforcement,
fire departments, bomb and arson squads, HAZMAT units, central
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dispatch managers, port security teams, and offices of emergency
management from small and large communities in both states.
North Carolina and Southern California were chosen for the study as
they experience different types of natural disasters, have different types
of geographical terrain, and enjoy a full range of urban and rural
environments. However, North Carolina and Southern California also
share many characteristics that result in similar homeland security
threats, such as having nuclear power facilities, coastal ports, large
military installations, and internationally prominent technology and
financial centers.
The study concluded that there are several classes of technology needs
in the area of C3 for local First Responders.
These included: a)
improving the interoperability of First Responder communications; b)
merging of data, voice, video and text, into real-time First Responder
command systems; c) automated situational awareness systems that
can model disasters to include damage assessments, project First
Responder resource allocation needs, and identify recommended
transportation routes; d) automated decision support to assist human
dispatch and decision makers during “information overload” periods in
critical incidents; e) improved portable command and communication
centers; f) real-time directional public notification systems; and g)
automated 3-D location and monitoring technologies. Specific
performance requirements were developed for many of the
technologies.
In general, the research found that North Carolina communities
generally lag behind their California counterparts in acquiring command,
control, and communication technologies to enhance situational
awareness in major incidents. This was particularly evident in the area
of interoperable communications between different First Responder
agencies that need to work together during a major emergency. Both
North Carolina and California, however, would benefit from additional
technology research and development that enhances interagency
communication, automates situational awareness, and manages
resource deployment during a crises.
Overall agencies are looking for new technologies that can enhance onsite command decision making, attain better response, provide
proactive/Intel data gathering, allow for the sharing of critical,
minimally-used equipment between agencies, assist in the proper
placing of equipment, and encourage the most efficient use, inventory
and maintenance of equipment. In addition, many First Responders
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also indicated interest in non-C3 technologies from the Department of
Defense, particularly in the area of personal protection and the selected
or directional disabling of cell phones.
While both North Carolina and California First Responders are well
trained, dedicated to serving the public, and continuously looking to
improve their management of critical incidents, the acquisition of new
and advanced technologies would be very beneficial to their effort. The
major barriers, however, are agency funding and standardization of
technology.
In general, the following points were clearly articulated by all the
respondents in both California and North Carolina.
First, any technology must be used regularly as part of an
agency’s daily routine;
Second, the best technology is one that can “adapt to” a critical
incident as part of, or as an enhancement to, its regular use –
or the technology needs to be transparent when called into
use;
Third, the Southern California region is highly advanced and thus
looking for the transfer of relatively new, innovative
technology. However, North Carolina could benefit from the
transfer of existing First Responder technology;
Fourth, critical incidents may be different based on region, but the
general technology application is similar – for example, real
time modeling of flood damage versus real time modeling of
fire lines – the issue is “real-time modeling;”
Fifth, First Responder technology needs to be less expensive, and
more reflective of the commercial market for technology
The results of the study were shared with the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Homeland Defense and America’s Security
Affairs). To request more information on the 1401 Technology Transfer
Program, e-mail 1401techtransfer@osd.mil.
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2.0 Project Contributors
The following individuals and organizations were instrumental in
facilitating, funding, and supporting this study.
2.1 Supporting Individuals.
Dr. Craig S. Galbraith, Project Team Manager. Professor, Technology
Management and Entrepreneurship, Cameron School of Business,
University of North Carolina Wilmington.
Mr. Lou Kelly, Project Senior Coordinator.
Chairman, Center for
Commercialization of Advanced Technology (CCAT), San Diego, CA.
Mr. Bob Welty, Senior Project Consultant.
Director, Homeland
Security, San Diego State University Research Foundation and Regional
Technology Center.
Mr. Arnie Lewin, Project Analyst.
Analyst.

Regional Technology Project

Ms. Stephanie Smith, Project Research Associate. Cameron School of
Business, University of North Carolina Wilmington.
Ms. Sondra Dickinson, Project Research Associate.
Security Graduate Program, San Diego State University.

Homeland

2.2 Supporting Organizations.
Center for Commercialization of Advanced Technology (CCAT).
Founded in 2000, CCAT is a Department of Defense/SPAWAR funded
consortium of public and private institutions with a mission of
facilitating technology transfer between public and private agencies to
enhance the nation’s homeland security and defense. It is located in
San Diego, CA. Partners include the San Diego State University (SDSU)
Research Foundation and Entrepreneurial Management Center (EMC),
the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) Jacobs School of
Engineering, the von Liebig Center for Entrepreneurism, CONNECT, and
the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center Pacific. CCAT intends to
bridge the gap that exists between the generators of technology, the
Department of Defense and the commercial marketplace.
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Regional Technology Center (RTC). The RTC is an independent
technology clearinghouse supporting Urban Area Public Safety agencies
throughout the San Diego and Imperial Counties. This organization
developed in response to the need identified from the devastating 2003
wildfires in San Diego County. The RTC provides a vital resource for
agencies considering new or expanded technology ventures and serves
as the coordination point for regional communications and
interoperability projects. The RTC operates at the San Diego State
University Research Foundation, in conjunction with the SDSU Center
for Homeland Security Technology Assessment and the SDSU
Visualization Center. Funding for this organization comes from the
Homeland Security Urban Area Security Initiative Grant Program.
SDSU Homeland Security Program. The SDSU Homeland Security
Program offers interdisciplinary graduate study leading to the Master of
Science degree in Homeland Security. The mission of the Homeland
Security Program is to produce leaders from a variety of educational
and professional backgrounds who can effectively and efficiently
identify, design, and mobilize the appropriate community resources to
prevent, deter, preempt, defend against, and respond to terrorist
attacks, and/or other critical incidents and emergencies on the local,
regional, national and international levels.
Cameron School of Business, University of North Carolina
Wilmington. The Cameron School of Business in a highly-ranked
business school located at the University of North Carolina Wilmington
(UNCW), located in the Cape Fear region of coastal North Carolina.
UNCW offers undergraduate, masters and doctoral level degrees.
Support for the study was provided by the UNCW Department of
Management.
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3.0 Detailed Summary of Survey Process
The study was designed to be a detailed survey of First Responders
regarding their technology needs in the areas of Command, Control,
and Communication (C3) in order to enhance First Responder situational
awareness in critical incidents. The study was designed to specifically
address technology-related needs and requirements for both the
present time, and for the future (out approximately five years). The
survey focuses directly on First Responders.
3.1 Definition of First Responder. The 1401 Program uses the
definition of “First Responder” contained in Homeland Security
Presidential Directive 8, Subject:
National
Preparedness,
dated
December 17, 2003. The term
refers to “those individuals who in
the early stages of an incident
are responsible for the protection
and preservation of life, property,
evidence, and the environment,
including emergency response
providers as defined in section 2
of the Homeland Security Act of
2002 (6 U.S.C. 101), as well as
emergency management, public health, clinical care, public works, and
other skilled support personnel (such as equipment operators) that
provide immediate support services during prevention, response, and
recovery operations.”
This is a broad definition of First Responders, and includes local, county,
state, and Federal agencies in all areas of law enforcement, fire, port
security, emergency response, public health, and public works. For this
purpose of this survey however, we focused primarily on local city and
county fire departments (which include emergency response), law
enforcement agencies, and departments of emergency management.
3.2 Phased Process of Analysis. The study was conducted in two
phases. The first phase consisted of high-level focus groups and
detailed interviews within the San Diego region with both law
enforcement and fire agencies. (See Appendix A for detailed results of
the focus group interviews.) Each of these focus groups/interviews
would last several hours, and specifically identify categories of
technology needs in the areas of Command, Control & Communication
(C3) for situational awareness during critical incidents. Agency-specific
6

technology needs were also identified during this process. Finally, the
focus groups were used to develop a series of structured interview
questions to be used for the second phase of the study. Phase I focus
groups/interviews were conducted throughout June and July, 2007.
The second phase of the study took two paths.
were conducted in July and September, 2007.

Phase II interviews

First Responder Needs Assessment
Study
Phase 1
- Focus groups with local “experts”
- Conducted in San Diego Region (June and July, 2007)
- Identified categories of technology needs
- Used to develop structured interview questions

Phase 2 (West Coast)

Phase 2 (East Coast)

- Conducted in Southern California
- Large Cities and Urban Areas
- Focus on performance requirements

- Conducted in North Carolina
- Rural and Mid-Size Cities
- Focus on needs and barriers

-In-depth interviews

-Focus groups and interviews

(July and August, 2007)

(July and August, 2007)

For the Southern California Phase II survey, the interviews focused on
identifying specific performance requirements, when possible, for the
various technology needs identified in Phase I. (Refer to Appendix B for
detailed results of the Phase II interviews for Southern California.)
Performance requirements were important as these requirements could
provide a base for future government grant solicitations and funding
targets. The North Carolina Phase II survey (refer to Appendix C)
focused on three main questions, including: a) definition of command,
control, and communication; b) specific technology needs related to
command, control, and communication; and c) identification of barriers
which agencies perceive as inhibiting their ability to adopt new
technologies. The North Carolina survey was targeted as a broad
survey across various agencies throughout the state. Specifically, the
7

North Carolina Phase II survey was designed to interview agencies from
a variety of environments ranging from urban and rural environments,
coastal and mountain locales, large and small communities, and both
paid and volunteer agencies.
3.3 California and North Carolina. North Carolina and Southern
California were chosen for the study as they experience different types
of natural disasters, have different types of geographical terrain, and
enjoy a full range of urban and
rural environments.
However,
North
Carolina
and
Southern
California
also
share
many
characteristics that result in similar
homeland security threats, such as
having nuclear power facilities,
coastal
ports,
large
military
installations and internationally
prominent technology and financial
centers. The Southern California
survey focused primarily on San
Diego County communities. As of
2006,
there
were
2,941,454
people, 1,067,846 households, and
663,449 families residing in San
Diego County. The population
density was 259/km² (670/mi²).
The racial makeup of the county
was 52.3% Non-Hispanic White,
5.6% Black or African American, 0.86% Native American, 10.2% Asian,
0.78% Pacific Islander, 13% from other races, and 5% from two or
more races. 29.9% of the population were Hispanic or Latino of any
race. 67.0% speak English as their first language, while 21.9% speak
Spanish, 3.1% speak Tagalog and 1.2% speak Vietnamese as their first
language.
San Diego County was selected as one of the survey sites for several
primary reasons. First, San Diego County is considered one of the most
advanced communities with respect to adoption of First Responder
technologies.
Second, San Diego County has experienced a number of critical
incidents in the recent past, including the Cedar Fire in October, 2003.
The fire burned 280,278 acres, 2,820 buildings (including 2,232 homes)
and killed 15 people, including one firefighter, before being contained
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on November 3, 2003. The Cedar Fire was the largest fire in recorded
California history. The Cedar Fire was one of 15 fires throughout
Southern California that month which became known as the "2003
California Firestorm”.
Third, San Diego has a large defense presence. The total revenue from
defense spending in San Diego County directly accounts for 13% of the
regional economy, while the County ranks first in the nation for military
and civilian DoD wages and salaries. About one-fourth of total San
Diego County employment is due to the military, which includes jobs
supported by defense spending in addition to direct military and
military-related civilian jobs.
Fourth, San Diego County has a
major port for both commercial
and
Navy
operations,
and
continues to maintain post-9/11
concerns regarding port security.
Finally, San Diego County is
home to the world's busiest
international land border crossing (City of San Ysidro), where U.S.
Interstate 5 crosses into Mexico at Tijuana.
North Carolina was chosen as the companion site for the survey. North
Carolina consists of three main geographic sections: the coastal plain,
which occupies the eastern of the state; the Piedmont region; and the
Appalachian Mountains in the western part of the state. North Carolina
has an estimated population of 8,856,505, and has a mix of
geographical and economic environments, ranging from highly urban
cities
to
very
rural
agricultural communities.
Like Southern California,
North Carolina has a large
DoD presence, including
Fort Bragg (XVIII Airborne
Corps, the 82nd Airborne
Division, US Army Special
Operations Command and
other command schools,
Camp Lejeune (II Marine
Expeditionary Force, 2nd
Marine Division, 2nd Force
Service Support Group
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and other combat units and support commands), New River Air Station,
Cherry Point Marine Corp Air Station, Pope Air Force Base, Seymour Air
Force Base (4th Fighter Wing), and the Military Ocean Terminal Sunny
Point [MOTSU] in Wilmington, NC which is the largest ammunition port
in the nation, and the U.S. Army's primary east coast deep-water
munitions and transportation port. North Carolina has two major ports,
in Wilmington, NC and Morehead City, NC.
North Carolina also offers a complimentary natural disaster profile for
First Responders when compared to California. Where California has
experienced
severe
fire
and
earthquake events, North Carolina
is second only to Florida in
hurricanes events in last 30 years
(Hurricane Fran in 1996 and
Hurricane Floyd in 1999 were
major natural disasters), and has
experienced a number of floods.
Like California, North Carolina has
a diverse economy, including the
largest film development studio
outside California (Wilmington, NC), the second largest financial center
in the United States, second only to New York (Charlotte, NC), and one
of the largest high technology centers in the United States, the RaleighDurham-Chapel Hill “research triangle”.
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4.0 Phase I Results – Technology Needs
Phase I was conducted in the San Diego Region during June and July,
2007. The primary purpose of Phase I was to identify categories of
Command, Control, and Communications (C3) technology needs related
to First Responder situational awareness and to develop structured
interview questions for Phase II interviews.
4.1 Phase I Interviews.
Table 1 shows the focus groups and
interviews that were conducted for Phase I.
Table 1
Phase 1: Southern California Focus Groups/Interviews
HAZMAT Focus Group

Nick Vent, Supervisor, Environmental Health Specialist, San Diego County
DEH plus staff

North County Dispatch Interview

Lesli Wilson, Administrator, North County Dispatch Joint Powers Authority
plus staff

North and South County Police Focus Group

Tom Zoll, Police Chief, Carlsbad, California
Rick Emerson, Police Chief, Chula Vista, California

San Diego Bomb Squad Focus Group

Rob Luke, San Diego Sheriff's Bomb and Arson group
Bill Yaqui, San Diego Sheriff's Bomb and Arson group
John Rutledge, San Diego Sheriff's Bomb and Arson group
Conrad Grayson, San Diego Sheriff's Bomb and Arson group
Ver Dayrit, San Diego Sheriff's Bomb and Arson group
Jim Verde, FBI

San Diego Communications Focus Group

Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service Group (RACES) – approximately
25 individuals in group discussion
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San Diego County Police Interview

Bill Maheu, Executive Assistant Chief of Police, San Diego, California plus
dispatch staff

San Diego Fire Focus Group

Bill Metcalf, Fire Chief, North County Fire Protection District
Denny Neville, Administrator, North County Dispatch Joint Powers
Authority
and retired Division Chief, Rancho Santa Fe Fire Protection District
Tracy Jarman, Fire Chief, San Diego, California

San Diego Sheriff’s Interview

Ed Prendergast, Captain, San Diego Sheriff's Department

San Miguel Fire Interview

Augie Ghio, Fire Chief, San Miguel Fire Protection District

Carlsbad Police Ride-Along

Glenise Unser, Patrol Officer, Carlsbad Police Department

4.2 Phase I Results. Phase I of the study concluded that there are
several classes of technology needs in the area of C3 for local First
Responders. Under each class of technology needs, specific examples
of technology needs by First Responders are identified. Oftentimes
there were multiple responses along similar technology needs. Where
there were slight differences in technology needs identified by the
respondents, all variations of the responses are listed. In general, all
First Responders identified Inter-operability of First Responder
Communications and Merging of Data, Voice, Video, and Text as major
technology needs. These issues have been well identified by many
other studies and high level discussions, and continued technology
improvements in the near future are expected.
However, it is important to note that seven other categories of
technology needs were also identified. Many of these technologies have
not received much attention, or are fairly new inventions. Table 2
summarizes the technology needs by category.
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Table 2
Technology Need Categories
Technology Need Category 1: Inter-operability of First Responder
Communications
-

Cognitive radios (immediately adapt to frequency/band)
Better interoperability of technologies (between and within
agencies) – radio, cellular, and data transfer
Using satellite to run new communication system (in case
physical infrastructure is down)
Operator-independent radios – require no manual channel
changing
A single, common radio that is lightweight, powerful, and has a
long battery life
Cross-band connection radios
Radios that allow the use of bandwidth that is less than the
current FCC standard – “sideband” capable radios
Seamless CAD to CAD between dispatch agencies

Technology Need Category 2: Merging of Data, Voice, Video, Text
(into one easy to use system)
-

-

Similar to trends in commercial market
Pipe-line to push down video links into phone/wireless
Better merging of First Responder voice and data, real time
Better integration of functions into simple to-use-units
Convert voice to text at First Responder radio/cell phone
Live draw screens (personnel in field can draw what they see in
real time, e.g., perimeter of fire line)
Transportable data system – send live video and data

Technology Need Category 3: Automated Situational Awareness
-

Crowd “hot spots” -- blob technology, automated “spark”
detection, event modeling
Easy to use modeling software to assist decision makers, for
example, “blob technology” that evaluates crowds
Modeling of fire scenarios
Spark detection and notification system; crude system with U.S.
forest system, need model for urban areas
Location and modeling for fire severity and fire hazard areas
Modeling of hurricane and flood damage events
Natural disaster modeling should include damage assessment,
project First Responder resource allocation needs, identify
recommended transportation routes

Technology Need Category 4: Automated Decision Support
-

Intelligence prompts/decision making, filter information overload
Intelligent software (provide prompts) to assist human
dispatch/communications decision makers during “information
overload” periods in critical incidents
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Technology Need Category 5: Automated Resource Management
-

Inventory, placement of resources, allocation of resources
Automated resource listing (resource inventory)
Automated resource deployment calculator (water, food, etc)
Real-time traffic update, weather, and road closure update
“Card Swipe” system to identify personnel arriving, and their skill
sets (for volunteer agencies), integrate with command system
Automated cost management for resources

Technology Need Category 6: Automated Location and Monitoring
Technology
-

3-D personal detection, interagency AVL, layered location system,
biometric monitoring
Automated personnel locator (versus automated unit locator) -real-time tracking (with real time mapping) of individuals
Automated update of locators when “new agencies” enter
incident area
Integration of all regional sensors (law, traffic, civilian, pub.
works)
3D Resource tracking – 3D automated personal locator
(buildings)
Biometric health monitors
Personal locators with monitor that notifies Command Center if
the person is in distress, needs backup, etc.

Technology Need Category 7: Automated Public Notification &
Interaction
-

-

Real-time public interaction
Automated “background” information (self identifiers) when
receiving a 911 call - replace asking “20 questions”
Disaster radio – signal recognition systems; in-home radio,
automated notification
Automated VOIP that relays information about a caller’s physical
location (rather than logistical information based on the caller’s
area code)
Calling 911 through text, relaying visual information by phone
(picture mail) to CAD
Automated call translation, including the deaf community

Technology Need Category 8: Command Center Information
-

Automated “Knowledge Board” with selectable layer capabilities
ETA estimator with notification capabilities
Command Centers
Mobile Incident Command tent (like military, CPOF – DARPA
funded) – for mobile natural disaster areas (fires, etc.)
Light, personal transportable Command Center – for hurricane
areas
Infrared and other spectrum technology for aerial imagery
Unmanned real time determination of hot spots and fire lines
Vegetation depth recognition; aerial determination, GIS
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Technology Need Category 9: Advanced Command Centers
-

Command center that controls all channel connections for Field
Officers
Unmanned vehicle with infrared capability to provide real-time,
night visibility
A “real-time Google earth”
Pan/Tilt/Zoom cameras with low cost service plans
Helmet mounted camera, transmit pictures/dialog to Command
Post and secure intranet
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5.0 Phase II Results – Southern California
Technology Performance Requirements
For the Southern California phase II survey, the interviews focused on
developing specific performance requirements, when possible, for the
various technology needs identified in Phase I.
Performance
requirements were important since these requirements might provide a
base for future government grant solicitations and funding targets.
Because of the more technical nature of identifying performance
requirements, a limited number of experts in Southern California were
interviewed in depth for Phase II.
5.1 Phase II Southern California Interviews. Table 3 identifies the
experts interviewed for the Southern California Phase II.
Table 3
Phase II: Southern California
Detailed Interviews
Rancho Santa Fe Fire Worksheet Discussion

John Jerome, Investigator, Rancho Santa Fe Fire Protection District

San Diego Sheriff’s Worksheet Discussion

Jim Duffy, Lieutenant, San Diego Sheriff’s Department
Don Root, Assistant Manager, San Diego Sheriff's Wireless Division

SDSU Research Foundation Worksheet Discussion

Steve Birch, Ph.D., San Diego State University Research Foundation
Arnie Lewin, Analyst, San Diego State University Research Foundation
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5.2 Phase II Southern California Results. Table 4 shows the list of
performance requirements for the various technologies identified in
Phase I (see Table 3). Different colors in the table indicate individual
responses from the different respondents.
The development of
performance requirements depends on both the familiarity of the
respondents with the technology, and whether or not the technology is
sufficiently advanced in development to have well-known or attainable
performance standards. Early stage technologies, by their very nature,
will be difficult to develop performance requirements, while more
established technologies tend to be well known and discussed throughout the First Responder community.
Table 4
Phase II: Southern California
Technology Performance Requirements
TECHNOLOGY CLASS 1: INTEROPERABILITY OF FIRST RESPONDER COMMUNICATIONS
Communications
Cognitive Radios
¾ Immediate adaptation to any area’s available frequency/band
¾ Adapts by converting to low-band from 800 MHz
¾ Must be located within a previously designated reception area
¾ Requires a vehicle-imbedded router that selects which radio signal is
strongest and converts between the two
¾ Must have an extender on the vehicle, which then acts as the
transmitter between the radios
¾ Immediate adaptation to any area’s available frequency / band /
emission (signal) profile
¾ Trunking / Conventional
¾ Analog / ACSSB / Digital (P25) / Military
¾ Uses either a rechargeable (12 hour life) or common AA battery pack
¾ Light weight as is an XTS 5000 or XTS 3000
¾ Data capable
¾ GIS Enabled
¾ SDR radios
¾ One to two pounds in weight
¾ Preset radio channels can limit continuous scanning concerns
¾ Still most practical application is to manually switch channels
Increased Technology Interoperability
¾ Includes radio, cellular, and data transfer capabilities
¾ Both between and within agencies – requires a pre-designated
repeater
¾ Bandwidth minimization
¾ Use of digital transmissions will decrease the size of the band through
compression techniques
¾ Use of available microwave technology will be on a higher frequency
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¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

and can be pointed directionally
Low bandwidth
High speed
P25
Take IRF traffic and transfer to VF radio
Use a digital repeater (amplifies signal) that plugs into a router

Satellite-Based Communication System
¾ Little to no reliance on local physical infrastructure
¾ Requires a switch between the satellite and a backup LAN-based
system (similar to Sirius and XM Radio)
¾ Switch can be placed in a vehicle to ensure satellite visibility
¾ Use of a mountaintop repeater will keep satellite capability working
¾ Even if one (vehicle) router is disrupted, using microwave technology
will allow redirection of the signal
¾ Must interoperate with local signal environment
¾ Guaranteed bandwidth
¾ Small size
¾ Easy to erect and lock-in on satellite
¾ Low level In-MarSat BGan (satellite computer)
¾ Can use dial up connection – requires 12 inch long antenna
Operator-Independent Radios
¾ Requires no manual channel change by the user
¾ Trunking digital paths minimize user channel changing
¾ Use of a patch between the zone located within and the desired
jurisdiction (currently in use b/w Federal and Local agencies)
Common Radios
¾ Needs to be lightweight (2 lbs), powerful (6 watts), and have a long
battery life (13 hrs)
¾ Needs to be used by all local agencies
¾ Use of a mesh network which can draw a signal for up to 100 yards
¾ Transmission between a radio and a repeater is standard 5 watts – 6
would be ideal, but requires a larger unit to run
¾ Updated antenna that is smaller than current to make up for extra
wattage
¾ Duo or tri band (UHF, VHF and 800)
¾ Easy to program/clone with key frequencies
¾ Needs to be lightweight (1 lb), powerful (5 watts), and have a long
battery life (12-16 hours)
Cross-Band Connection Radios
¾ Immediate adaptation to any area’s available frequency/band
¾ Adapts by converting to low-band from 800 MHz
¾ Must be located within a previously designated reception area
¾ Requires a vehicle-imbedded router that selects which radio signal is
strongest and converts between the two
¾ Must have an extender on the vehicle, which then acts as the
transmitter between the radios
¾ Lightweight
¾ Long battery life
¾ Easy to program/clone with key frequencies
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¾

Repeaters that receive and transmit information simultaneously

“Sideband” Capable Radios
¾ Allows the use of bandwidth that is less than the current FCC standard
¾ Space minimization would actually cause interference issues
¾ Would require a buffer/tolerance area
¾ Trunking / Conventional
¾ Analog / ACSSB / Digital (P25) / Military
¾ Uses either a rechargeable (12 hour life) or common AA battery pack
¾ Simply requires more bandwidth
Additional Ideas For Increased Communications Capabilities
¾ Increase use of SMS and VMS rather than radio communication
TECHNOLOGY CLASS 2: MERGING OF DATA, VOICE, VIDEO, & TEXT
Integration into one, easy-to-use system
Wireless Video Pipeline
¾ Video streams pushed down to phone/wireless
¾ High resolution imaging
¾ The resolution is controlled by the speed of the download
¾ Requires use of a high-speed REN
¾ Able to transmit to a nearby command post
¾ Able to transmit to a web address so the video can be viewed via the
Web at numerous locations
¾ Requires 640x480 display (standard TV screen quality)
¾ Must be web-enabled
¾ EVDO video transmission
Real-Time Merging of First Responder Voice and Data Communications
¾ Needs to be ruggedized
¾ Available on handheld radio
¾ Trunked bandwidth to receive multiple feeds simultaneously
¾ Increase bandwidth availability
¾ Requires an all-digital transmission for data
Simplification of Current Systems through Command Function Integration
¾ Communications patches accessed through touch screen functions
¾ Can be a problem if the screen is illuminated – can give an officer’s
position away if it lights up
¾ Model current video game controller systems
¾ Minimize key functions into basic categories
¾ Increase training and data awareness
Voice-To-Text Conversion
¾ Available on First Responder radios and cellular phones
¾ Would alleviate issue of officer distraction while looking at their MDC
¾ Would require voice recognition training
¾ Use of VMS capability to record the message before conversion to text
¾ Could integrate Bluetooth technology (wireless headset) so the user
never has to push a button, etc.
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¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
Draw
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Requires path reversal to take text message and integrate into MDC
Extend MDC to record voice messages and interpret as text
Available to dispatchers on their consoles
Voice recognition training required (and highly inaccurate if person
does not speak exactly as they did when recorded)
Would require multiple agencies to train recognition systems for
accents, etc.
Screens
FO can draw what they see in real time (i.e. perimeter of fire line)
Mesh network
Data would have to be previously input for all of the metropolitan area
Integrate Google map into system
Downlink information into current MDCs
Provide aerial shots
Convert to Web page
Transmit via secure Internet to EOC’s and command vehicles
Use GIS and simplified shapefiles in a PDA database
Must have previous mapping of region, including updates
Could utilize downloadable maps for adjacent areas (Google maps)

Mobile/Transportable Data System
¾ Sends real-time video and data
¾ Requires a pelican case (small, durable) with a transmitter and a
receiver
¾ Needs an OMNI-directional Antenna capable of receiving signals within
a 100ft radius
¾ Requires vehicular repeater to transmit signals between radios
¾ Combine new technology with the current radios in the region
¾ Low bandwidth
¾ High speed
¾ EVDO Rev-A
¾ Cell tower reliance
Additional Ideas for Enhanced Communications Integration
¾ Develop lighter-weight batteries so increase wattage is possible
without adding too much weight
TECHNOLOGY CLASS 3 AND 4: AUTOMATED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS;
AUTOMATED DECISION SUPPORT;
Event Modeling, Intelligence Prompts and Decision Making
Automated Situational Awareness via Sensors and/or Visual Camera Technology
¾ Use current License Plate Reader technology (scans data continuously
and records it)
¾ Requires 4 cameras – 2 for a frontal view and 2 for side and partial
rear views
¾ 400 MB
¾ Query screen search – can send email or text for notification of
recognition
¾ Software to recognize patterns of something out of the ordinary
¾ Able to be monitored without using a person to view
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¾
¾
¾
“Blob”
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Alerts in the event of an abnormality
GIS mapping and point identification
SDSU Viz Lab currently utilizing this type of technology
Technology
Crowd “hot spot” detection and evaluation
Requires a he infrastructure base
Requires multiple camera system
Network all civil cameras by using a web-based server that public
safety agencies can access (though agreement)
Synchronization of cameras with mobile tracking capability
Use satellite imagery for large-scale, high-resolution images
Modeling or forecasting
Able to transmit via the Web to EOC’s and command posts
Patent recognition and pixel change detection
Density of objects – contrast between light and dark could be
recognized
Algorithms to analyze data
Requires a large processor to transmit this information

Assessment of Fire Severity/Fire Hazard Areas and Modeling of Fire Scenarios
¾ Account for real-time traffic, weather, topography, etc.
¾ PDA with on-screen drawing capabilities
¾ Uploading images over a server
¾ Data path should be one frame per second
Spark
¾
¾
¾
¾

Detection and Notification System
Must include urban areas (in addition to wildland)
Infrared sensors need to be placed within an area
HP-REN data network to transmit data once recorded
Use of a digital camera that swivels in direction of infrared sensors
when activated
¾ Notification on GIS database when and where the sensor went off
¾ GPac server with ambient 900 MHz fire detection system
¾ Sensors need to run at about 2.4 GHz to recognize something of that
size

Intelligent Software Assistance during “Information Overload”
¾ Must provide user prompts
¾ Processes information and provides a warning based on presets
¾ Requires interpretation capability
¾ Safety prompts and reminders to upgrade, update info, etc.
¾ Intelligent Agent software required
¾ Alarm system recognition
¾ Need to set user level when operating so it knows the level of
calculation required
¾ Prompt must be within 2 seconds of problem and last only 30 seconds
to supply information
Additional Ideas For Enhancing Situational Awareness
¾ Increase capacity to store data in smaller increments (digital)
TECHNOLOGY CLASS 5: AUTOMATED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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Allocation and Monitoring of Resources
Automated Resource Inventory
¾ Use RF-ID (theft sensor device) to catalog when the equipment last
passed the sensor
¾ Download that information and cross reference against an inventory
database that
¾ Sends email notification if the equipment is due for upgrade,
replacement, etc.
¾ Modeling to forecast immediate need,
¾ Real-time indicators such as traffic, weather, etc
Automated Resource Deployment Calculator
¾ Requires specifications for each individual that is employed (height,
weight, special requirements, etc.)
¾ Use of algorithm to calculate requires equipment based on those
specifications
¾ Algorithms for calculations
¾ Programming known information into a database
Real-Time Traffic Update
¾ Include road closure updates
¾ Use of commercial data – i.e. CalTrans, LPRs
¾ Subscription service
¾ Would not require infrastructure as it is a wireless system
¾ Web-based calculation could provide repose time
¾ Include accident warnings
¾ Include road closure, collision, construction updates
¾ Use Cal-trans feeds directly with PDA systems
¾ Use yahoo maps
TECHNOLOGY CLASS 6: AUTOMATED LOCATION & MONITORING TECHNOLOGY
Layered personal detection and monitoring
Automated Personal Location
¾ Real-time mapping of individuals
¾ 3-D tracking (high-rises)
¾ Triangulation and GPS through cellular PDA
¾ Requires altitude estimation through X,Y coordinate mapping and
geocoding
¾ Vertical mapping instead of just aerial mapping
¾ Location within three feet (determine which side of a wall the injured
firefighter is)
¾ Cell-phone tracking
¾ Must transmit from inside a building, through walls, rubble, etc.
¾ Could be integrated into Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
system
Cross-Agency Automated Vehicle and Automated Personal Location
¾ Automatic update when new agencies enter incident area
¾ CAD interoperability in addition to radio interoperability
¾ Translation between CAD systems
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¾
¾

Interchange patch could send X,Y coordinates to all vehicles’ MDCs
Real-time indication

Integration of Regional Sensors
¾ Include Public Safety and Public Works agencies (i.e. law, fire, traffic,
water)
¾ ARJIS data already captures flagged alerts
¾ GIS
Biometric Health Monitors
¾ Cell phone based data (has coverage limitations since it is wireless)
¾ Would check heart rate, pulse, temperature, etc.
¾ Transmit ion to command center
¾ Integrated into current equipment, i.e. vests
¾ Alarms and transmission for “out of range” readings
¾ Vivo-metrics (life vest with these capabilities)
Sensory Notification to Command Center
¾ Recognizes and alerts command when a FO is in distress, needs
backup, etc.
¾ Integrated into Biometric Health Monitor (above)
¾ Sent via data bursts from radio or via satellite
¾ Can be integrated into dispatch and operation systems
Fire Shelter Deployment Notification
¾ GPS location
¾ Flashing light once deployed
¾ Sensor placed on external switch so notification occurs upon
deployment
¾ Use of position sensor (currently in radios) – if in a horizontal position
for too long, it notifies command
¾ Requires radio and remote transmission capability
¾ Recognizes and alerts command when one is in distress, needs backup,
etc.
¾ Sent via data bursts from radio or via satellite
¾ Sensor placed on the deployment latch
TECHNOLOGY CLASS 7: AUTOMATED PUBLIC NOTIFICATION & INTERACTION
Real-time public information
Automated “Background” Information
¾ For use on 911 calls to replace “20 questions”
¾ Would need to have access to premise history and medical information
¾ CAD would recognize address or phone number
¾ Requires development of a caller Identification database
¾ Increase data storage capacity
¾ Requires user subscription to service
¾ Public call groups would need to be developed
Disaster Radio
¾ In-home radio
¾ Signal recognition system with automated notification
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¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

SMS messaging technology
GPS locator on radios
Directional signal
Merge with NOAA radio
Text messaging specific to an area’s needs
Would need to be on at all times to recognize signal – the signal could
have volume application so it turns up when receiving
Would need to be state funded and mandated in order for people to get
it

Automated VOIP for Location Recognition
¾ Relay info about a caller’s physical location rather than the caller’s
area code
¾ Internet phone location is currently being used by Vonage – web-based
GPS location on cellular
¾ Geolocation located in cellular network
911 Text Notifications
¾ Call 911 through text
¾ Relay visual information (picture mail) by cellular to CAD system
¾ Include automated call translation for the deaf and ESL communities
¾ Not a good idea – two-way dialogue protects officers from
misinformation, potential threats, etc.
¾ Would require a user authentication system
¾ Creation of a filtering system to prevent false information being sent to
dispatch
Cell Phone Jamming
¾ Not a good idea – would need to emit a countersignal to block a signal,
thereby disrupting the environment
¾ Could generate interference with a signal allowing calls to be inaudible
¾ NOT A GOOD IDEA
¾ Perhaps priority cell service for First Responders
¾ Requires the drowning of an entire cell signal throughout a local area
TECHNOLOGY CLASS 8: COMMAND CENTER INFORMATION
Advanced Command Centers
Automated “Knowledge Board”
¾ Capability for touchpad layer selection
¾ Transmit via the Web to EOC’s and command posts
¾ At least three frames per second
¾ GIS system backbone
¾ Software application (would require upgrades)
¾ Would include on-demand access to cross-agency information
ETA Estimator
¾ Requires notification capabilities
¾ Utilization of real time traffic and weather
¾ Google mapping to record real time mapping, traffic speeds, road
conditions and closures
¾ Update on street mapping (construction)
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Mobile
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Incident Command Tent
Vehicle Command Posts work better for small scale incidents
Tent required for mass incidents
Needs individualized compartments for storage, briefing area,
sleeping, mess, hall, sanitation
Media section could incorporate stat projector
Decontamination area
Layout per the ICS System
Large capacity
Inflatable
Requires a large pump for inflation
Air conditioning equipped

Infrared Aerial Imagery
¾ Provide real-time, night visibility
¾ Determination of hot spots and fire lines
¾ Available in unmanned vehicles as well as helicopters
¾ UV energy
Vegetation Depth Recognition
¾ Aerial determination
¾ Use of GIS
¾ Could be used for cross-applications including DEA investigations
¾ Requires imaging component
¾ Remote sensing
¾ Satellite
¾ High spectral identification of plants that would match an information
repository
Radio
¾
¾
¾

Command Center
Controls all channel connections for Field Officers out of one hub
Requires remote access
Unlock capability on the radio to switch between user and automated
control
¾ Frequency automation
¾ Interoperable patching available

Pan/Tilt/Zoom Cameras
¾ Low cost service plans – Budget around for (20) units
¾ Use of fiber networks (infrastructure issue if knocked out)
¾ Must be portable – easily mounted on a light fixture or stand
¾ Needs to be organized as a need-based application – no long-term
contract agreement for use
¾ Image deployment through wireless network and transmitter
¾ Able to transmit via the Web to EOC’s and command posts
¾ Transmission of at least three frames per second
¾ CIMU cameras
¾ EVDO pipeline to transfer the data received
¾ Would need 360 degree view for a minimum of 50 feet and a zoom
capacity up to 200 feet
¾ Low cost service plans – Budget around ($1000)
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TECHNOLOGY CLASS: ADDITIONAL IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS, INCLUDING NON-C3 INTERESTS
Additional technologies that heighten Public Safety capabilities
Technologies That Help Push Decision Making to the FO Level
¾ Personal CAD system
¾ “Book and Release” capability in vehicle – use of Latent Print Reader
(minimizes booking time and fees)
¾ Potential threat recognition (i.e. notification if schools are just getting
out)
¾ Real time traffic and weather
¾ Modeling and forecasting of this data together
Proactive Intelligence and Data Gathering
¾ Use in interactive modeling programs
Sharing of Critical Equipment between Agencies
¾ Region coordination
¾ Live, real-time RF-ID database tracking (availability of items and
knowledge of which equipment items were in-service, out-of-date,
etc.)
¾ Secure web based inventory control
Personal Protective Equipment
¾ Ballistic helmets with internal Bluetooth radio transmission
¾ Enhance uniforms against explosive and chemical threats (polyester
melts)
¾ Jackets with built-in water cooling systems (personal air conditioning)
Additional Non-C3 Technology Interests
¾ Gas masks that have communications/intercom capabilities
¾ Integration of Radiological detection into current equipment, i.e.
radios, watches, etc.
¾ Eyeglass technology worn outside a gas mask to allow visibility and a
good seal
¾ Flashlight-mounted uni-directional sound (makes people sick because
of frequency of wavelength)
¾ Canister that filters out contaminations within a specific range
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6.0 Phase II Results – North Carolina
Technology Needs and Barriers to Adoption
For North Carolina the Phase II survey focused on three main
questions: a) definition of command, control, and communication; b)
specific technology needs related to command, control, and
communication; and c) identification of barriers agencies’ perceive
inhibit their ability to adopt new technologies. The North Carolina
survey was targeted as a broad survey across various agencies
throughout the state. Specifically, the North Carolina Phase II survey
was designed to interview agencies from a variety of urban to rural
environments, from coastal to mountain locales, from large to small
communities, and to include both paid and volunteer agencies.
6.1 Phase II North Carolina Interviews. Table 5 identifies the
individuals and agencies contacted in North Carolina. Interviews were
by person, phone, or e-mail.
Table 5
Phase II: North Carolina
Interview Contacts
Deputy Chief Copeland-Garner Police
Department

Chief Hogan-Asheville Police Department
Chief Smith-Burlington Fire Department

Chief Meeks-Grifton Volunteer Fire
Department

Chief Lafone-Conover Police Department
Chief Hinson-Conover Fire Department

Master Police Officer Cox-Hendersonville
Police Department

Chief Hoyle-Cornelius Police Department

Chief McCurry-Forest City Volunteer Fire
Department

Dep. Chief Yeargan-Cornelius Fire
Department

Captain Chandler-Fayetteville Police
Department

Chief Fulk-Elizabethtown Fire
Department

Captain Clanton-Kannapolis Police
Department

Chief Nichols-Fayetteville Fire
Department

Grants Manager Phelps-Wilmington Police
Department

Chief Mitchell-Garner Fire Department
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Assistant Chief Jordan-Wilmington Fire
Department

Assistant Chief Adams-Gastonia Police
Department

Chief Smith-Wrightsville Fire Department

Assistant Chief Watts-Gastonia Fire
Department

Major Tate-High Point Police Department

Chief Morrisette-Grifton Police
Department

Focus Group – UNCW Police Department
Focus Group – Kure Beach Police
Department

Chief George-Indian Beach Police
Department

Chief Perry-Zebulon Fire Department

Chief Sidwell-Henderson Police
Department

Chief Tilley-High Point Fire Department
Chief Lovelace-Hendersonville Fire
Department

Director Green-EMA Alexander County
Director Byrd-EMA Bladen County

Deputy Chief Ferguson-Burlington Police
Department

Director Smith-EMA Carteret County
Director Welden-EMA Catawaba County

Chief Herring-Holly Springs Police
Department

Director Lee-EMA New Hanover County

Chief Helms-Claremont Fire Department

Director Rogers-EMA Lee County

Assistant Chief- King Fire Department

Director VeHaun-EMA Buncombe County

Lieutenant MacNeish- New Hanover County
Sheriff’s Dept.

Director Madry-EMA Chowan County

Chief Cunningham-Carey Police
Department

Director Nunnery-EMA Cumberland
County

Chief Cary-Wrightsville Police Department
Director Thompson-EMA Brunswick County

6.2 Phase II North Carolina. The interviews for North Carolina focused on
two important questions – technology needs for First Responders and
barriers to the adoption of new technologies. Since the North Carolina
survey was broad and spread across a variety of different First Responder
agencies throughout North Carolina, the analyses also compared differences
between communities.
6.2.1 General Conclusions – North Carolina. While both rural and urban
areas expressed concern about interoperability (similar to the Southern
California survey), rural areas were more concerned with interoperability,
while the populated areas were interested in obtaining “critical incident”
assistance technologies, with interoperability being slightly less of a concern.
In North Carolina, it was also generally observed that the majority of funding
goes to fire departments, while law enforcement agencies often receive the
“bottom of the barrel”. This was in contrast to Southern California where it
was generally felt that law enforcement received a “fair share” of funding.
One important result of the North Carolina survey was the issue about which
agencies should get the most current, most advanced (and expensive)
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technologies. It was generally felt that there should be “repositories” of well
positioned assets and resources that could be called out in critical incidents,
and that small, rural agencies needed to focus on interoperability issues and
could probably do without the most advanced technologies. However, it was
also recognized that the repository strategy involves political concerns
regarding the exact location and management of these “repositories.”
Finally, research found that North Carolina communities generally lag behind
their California counterparts in acquiring Command, Control, and
Communication technologies to enhance situational awareness in major
incidents.
This was particularly evident in the area of interoperability of
communications between different First Responder agencies that need to
work together during a major emergency.
In fact, it was observed that
most of the technology needs identified by North Carolina agencies were
already being implemented in many Southern California agencies. Thus,
there was general agreement that North Carolina agencies could benefit
from the transfer of existing First Responder technologies which have
already developed.
6.2.2 Technology Needs – North Carolina: Population and Location.
Overall, there were significant differences in the technology needs of First
Responders in the areas of Command, Control, and Communication between
different agencies within the state. The most important differences were:
•

Command Units
– Agencies with concerns of forest fires and other evolving
incidents that require ability of movement, were interested in
mobile command units
– Agencies located in coastal areas with high likelihoods of
hurricane events were interested in hardened, or light-weight
personal mobile, command units

•

Interoperability
– Smaller agencies still often rely on larger agencies to support
them during a major incident, and are most interested in
technologies that assist in communication interoperability

•

Satellite phones
– Satellite phones appeared most important for rural, smaller
agencies
– Rural agencies noted that reception for radios and cellular
phones in the rural areas often fails
– Satellite phones were also important for agencies in coastal,
hurricane event areas
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–
–

Loss of repeaters and communication systems often occurs
during major hurricanes
Satellite phones are seen by the larger, non-coastal, agencies as
a redundancy for the systems already in place

•

Personal GPS/locator systems
– Most important to fire agencies
– Must transmit through walls and debris
– Recommended that personal GPS/locator systems be triggered
by Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBAs) or fire shelter
activation

•

Special needs - Volunteer agencies
– Since personnel in volunteer agencies (North Carolina has a high
number of volunteer fire agencies) typically go directly to the
incident site, there is a high need for a tracking and
accountability system, for personnel arriving at a major incident
(e.g., card swipe system)
– Any tracking and accountability system should identify skills and
capabilities and be integrated into the central command system
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6.2.3 Technology Needs – North Carolina: Fire versus Law
Enforcement.
The following charts indicate the technology needs
separately identified by fire and law enforcement agencies. Tables 6 and 7
provide more detailed information regarding Command, Control, and
Communication technology needs by First Responders in North Carolina.
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Table 6: Phase II North Carolina
All Technologies Needs By Fire and Law Enforcement
Police/EMS

Fire

#

%

#

Accountability system-resources

3

4.17%

4

10.00%

Air Support

2

2.78%

0

0.00%

12

16.67%

9

22.50%

Automated Vehicle Location

4

5.56%

3

7.50%

Computer Aided Dispatch/automatic voice recording

3

4.17%

0

0.00%

Digital Fingerprint technology/Triggerfish (track fugitives thru cell
phones)

2

2.78%

0

0.00%

Increase personnel/training

5

6.94%

3

7.50%

13

18.06%

5

12.50%

Mobile/Stationary Command unit and Backup 911

6

8.33%

3

7.50%

Personnel Location Devices (poss. in radios or SCBA's)

5

6.94%

6

15.00%

Real-time Video/traffic patterns/Remote Cameras

8

11.11%

1

2.50%

Thermal Imaging (make smaller)

2

2.78%

3

7.50%

Web-based Command Program in cars/trucks (analytical software)

7

9.72%

3

7.50%

72

100.00%

40

100.00%

Alternate Communication Devices (Satellite Phones)/Backups

Interoperability(including public works)

Total

%

Table 6: Phase II North Carolina
Other Technologies Desired By Fire and Law Enforcement
#
Chemical Detection
Computer in cars/digital imaging
Crowd Control
Funding split between initial and follow-up training
HAZMAT/protective suits
Inventory shelf-life software/Resource management
Lighter gear/cooling system in gear
Plume technology
SCBA's for chemical hazards
Tracking for individuals in National Forests/Alzheimer
Training Software reasonably priced
Various supporting equipment for protective gear
Totals

Police/EMS
%
3
10.00%
2
6.67%
2
6.67%
3
10.00%
6
20.00%
3
10.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
4
13.33%
0
0.00%
2
6.67%
5
16.67%

30

32

100.00%

#
3
0
0
2
4
0
3
1
4
2
1
2

Fire
%
13.64%
0.00%
0.00%
9.09%
18.18%
0.00%
13.64%
4.55%
18.18%
9.09%
4.55%
9.09%
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100.00%

6.2.4 Barriers to Adoption – North Carolina. The North Carolina study
also surveyed respondents’ opinions regarding the key barriers to the
adoption of new Command, Control, and Communication technology. The
results indicated a lack of funding for the cost of the technology. Lack of
funding was identified in two areas: a) the initial grant money for the
equipment; and b) the subsequent training, service plans, and follow-up
equipment needs.
Training was also identified as a major barrier. However, it was noted that
the initial training was generally well-funded, whereas the “follow-up”
training has been inadequately funded, which resulted in either non-use of
acquired technology or a decision to avoid acquiring technology at the frontend. Lack of standardization by the private sector companies who sell the
technologies was also identified as a barrier. Smaller agencies will generally
not buy non-standardized technologies due to interoperability problems with
larger agencies during a critical incident.
Lastly, public opinion was identified as a major barrier to the adoption of
new technologies. Smaller agencies are heavily influenced by local opinion
and political power. An example given was that one smaller agency was not
allowed to acquire monitoring cameras because a few city council members
felt it to be an intrusion.
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6.2.5 Emergency Management Directors – North Carolina. Several
Emergency Management Directors were contacted and interviewed. In
North Carolina, each county has a state appointed Emergency Management
Director.
In general, during critical incidents, it is the Emergency
Management Director that takes command.
In addition, inter-agency
training is generally facilitated by the County Office of Emergency
Management. The result of the interviews with Emergency Management
Directors are below.
•

Funding barriers as the primary issue
– especially in the smaller communities

•

Management of resources
– More software systems are needed

•

Affordable radio patching equipment
– Help alleviate the interoperability problems for small and rural
communities without getting into expensive technology

•

Lack of redundancy in communication equipment and personnel
– One agency may have funding, but not most communities

•

Better inventory management systems
– Indicate available resources, status of resources, which agency is
using the resource, as well as tracking of the cost associated
with each so costs can be properly allocated
– Currently, manpower is being misdirected to funds management
during a major incident

•

Other technology needs mentioned
– Chemical gear that can be used for various situations, rather
than purchasing multiple suits for each type of chemical
– Protective gear for crowd control situations
– Anything relating to personal safety
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Appendix A. Selected Phase I Interview Summaries
San Diego County Focus Group
Chief of Police, North San Diego County Coastal City, Pop. >150,000
Chief of Police, South San Diego County Coastal City, Pop >150,000
June 22, 2007
Note: Half of SD County is rural – the subject of technology will be approached with
different attitudes based on the likelihood of receiving funding
Question 1: How does North County define C3?
•
•
•
•
•

Physically having technological capabilities
Defining the location of these technologies (Governance?)
Engaging the technologies
Use of dynamic tracking for real-time applications
Information Management - transitioning between the inundation of information
and a filtered flow of necessary detail

Question 2: What are North County’s top ten technology needs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification and installation of a Command Post
Staging capabilities
Development of talk groups on radio networks – identification of one leader to
mandate interactions between multiple agencies
Location mapping (both AVL and individual tracking)
Training – familiarity and ease of use for any technologies introduced
Interoperability between multiple jurisdictions and agencies – i.e. contact and
location information between PD and Fire, North County, San Diego County
Prompts for using any technologies during a disaster or major incident –
capability to use equipment even if the user is out of practice
Multi-regional incident situational awareness – link to other regions, i.e. Orange
County, LA, Mexico
Voice and Data Communications for real-time applications

Question 3: What are the current gaps/areas of concern?
•

•
•

There needs to be a shift in current information processing trends – redefine the
relationship between Field Officers and the Operation Center – the FO needs to
rely on the Op Center to provide any requested/required information, as
opposed to the current system which has the Op Center limiting/deciding which
information the FO receives
Unfamiliarity with disaster management technology – Equipment needs to be
utilized for both daily and emergency applications to decrease user error
Inventory management – need to address shelf life - concerns with custom
equipment not being utilized for a majority of its lifetime

A-1

•

•

•

Energy concerns – increasing technology decreases the capability for effective
response, i.e. patrol car batteries draining from all the equipment installed
inside; multiple radios/devices add bulk to a patrol officer’s belt
All available technologies are too expensive for Public Safety agencies –
commercial applications are less expensive and more capable than ones
designed specifically for PS
Need more bandwidth

Technology Possibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automated information filtering system for dispatch teams
Interoperability and situational mapping between all responding agencies
Modeling capabilities
Real-time traffic indication for patrol cars
Voice prompts for MDCs and PDAs
Develop a center where new technologies are stored/exercised/distributed for
and during any major event by multiple agencies – would require relationship
and user agreements
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San Diego County Focus Group
Senior Management, San Diego Police Department
June 25, 2007
“We put ourselves in front of the danger every time, no matter what - so we need
technology that actually works.”
SDPD concept of 3-prong interoperability:
• Radio Systems (use of own spectrum)
• Cellular Communications
• Data Transfer (both internal and external)
Current barriers for efficiency:
• ICS Command does not remain intact
• Crossover lacking on radios between agencies
• All technology needs an on/off switch as a security barrier
Patterns/Trends:
Reliance on older tech – “if the CAD goes out, we go right back to the radios and
get a pen and paper”
• Going to what has worked previously – not going to use any tech that is a hassle
to integrate
• All technology devices need to be used daily for user awareness, practicality,
and cost effectiveness
•

SDPD Technology Interests:
Deployables
One time use (minimizes service costs, sustainability, maintenance)
Anything that frees up current radio usage (really emphasized wireless cellular
capabilities)
• Expansion of situation awareness
• Dual-response capabilities – not only sends information to a user, but sends a
response back to the sender that the user has received that information
(minimizes dual-efforts and use of radio time)
• Voice recognition capabilities
• Blue tooth capabilities in patrol cars
• Cognitive Radio System (use of any spectrum that is recognized in an area)
• Microwave pipeline large enough for a video downlink to a PDA (more detailed
image than currently available)
• Finding a way to maximize the amount of devices available for issue
• “On-the-fly” update for GPS in patrol cars (real-time AVL)
• 9-1-1 locator system – allows civilians to sign up to have all their information
provided upon placement of a call – minimizes the call-taker’s questions and the
time it takes for dispatch to receive information
• Need to push decision making to the lowest level – immediate response and
decision capabilities
•
•
•

Ideas:
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•
•

One way video recording – only records visual information that is out of the
ordinary – programmable sensor
Camera/Video downlink subscription service between agencies throughout the
region and with the private sector
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San Diego County Inland Fire District
Interviewee 1, Fire Chief
Interview 2, Division Chief
July 12, 2007
Question 1: How do you define C3?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

First Responders are able to effectively command multiple areas of a disaster by
utilizing communications-at-hand
Ability to make informed decisions
Knowing location information on a real-time basis
Transport of applicable information to those individuals that need it most
Central area that focuses on interoperability issues
A focus on communications and beyond – understanding interactions that are
external to the incident but may have an impact on the awareness and action
plan for an incident
Leadership
Centralization of information

Question 2: What Are the Current Inhibitors to C3 in Your Agency?
•
•
•

•

Standards are not being enforced throughout the state – no one is on the same
system, nor are they thinking about how to interrelate others’ systems
Funding
Shifting political support of public safety issue (support changes as new people
come into office and therefore needs to be mandated instead of just being a
platform project)
People not on same technology paths – need to create a technology mandate

Question 3: What is Your Technology Wish list?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Less dispatch centers – consolidate efforts throughout the region
Integrate dispatch centers for all fire agencies in SD County
Backup systems for communications and equipment if infrastructure fails
Put channel 16 onto RCS talkgroups
Finish bringing every agency onto P25 system so that all agencies can interact
Develop plans and agreements to implement technology standards
Develop 3D automatic personal location
Mapping needs to be increased for the region
Enhance interlink capability between other dispatch centers, including Law
Enforcement and EOCs, through the use of helicopters (3C’s)
Synchronization of individual agencies’ AVL systems
Fire shelter deployment notification – signals upon activation and provides
location coordinates
Bluetooth connectivity for personnel in the field so they don’t have to stop what
they are doing to transmit information
Sharing of resources – develop a unified regional equipment cache
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•

Sharing of same dispatch software so that during emergencies, other agencies’
personnel could use any CAD system even if they were not trained at that
particular location
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North County Dispatch Joint Powers Authority
July 3, 2007
“We want to harness information collected with parameters”
Wish List
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mouse cursor that can crosses all eight screens (current option limited to two
screens, with one being dominant)
Automated VOIP that relays information about a caller’s physical location (rather
than logistical information based on the caller’s area code)
Calling 9-1-1 through text, relaying visual information from a phone (picture
mail) to a CAD
Automated call translation – would have to address special needs persons (i.e.
the deaf community) who do not speak the same language
All systems require integration of current systems and new
Pan/Tilt/Zoom cameras with low cost service plans that can focus in on an area
in question
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HAZMAT Focus Group
Supervisor and Environmental Health Specialist
San Diego County Department of Environmental Health
August 3, 2007
Background
SD DEH is called on-site to handle any incident that involves bioterrorism and/or
hazardous materials in all of San Diego County
Interaction is required with all enforcement agencies in San Diego County,
including:
• All Fire Agencies (San Diego Fire, Carlsbad Fire, etc.)
• All Law Enforcement Agencies (San Diego Police, San Diego Sheriff, etc.)
• All Federal Agencies (FBI, CIA, etc.)
Wish List
Helmet-Mounted Camera
• Usable by the bomb/arson group, SWAT, fire, and HazMat groups
• Transmits pictures and dialogue to the Incident Command Post
• Broadcasts via a secure internet connection
• Ability to manage several simultaneous incidents
• Could connect into EOCs for situational awareness capabilities
Example of Need
Heaven’s Gate
This was an incident in Rancho Santa Fe that occurred approximately 10 years ago,
where over 30 people committed mass suicide while residing in a home.
Nick Vent was one of the first into the house and would have liked a way to
broadcast to outside agencies what the scene resembled inside.
Staff could not turn on the lights as it was thought that there may have been some
traps set up that would have been triggered by a light switch.
Radio transmissions could not be sent as the media was listening to every
frequency and immediately broadcasting any information to the public.
There was a need to broadcast information securely without interrupting the scene
environment.
Technology Requirements
•
•
•

Light weight
Secure transmissions
Transmission to the local command post
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•
•
•

Transmission to EOCs and other locations
Transmission of at least several frames per second
Transmission in low light
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Southern California Fire District Focus Group
Interviewee 1: Fire Chief, Major Southern California City, Pop. >1,000,000;
Interviewee 2: Administrator of North County Dispatch Joint Powers Authority;
Interviewee 3: Fire Chief, San Diego North County Fire Protection District
June 29, 2007
Key
TJ = Interviewee 1
DN = Interviewee 2
BM = Interviewee 3
CG = Craig Galbraith, interviewer
AL = Arnie Lewin, interviewer
IC = Incident Command
FO = Field Officer
CO = Commanding Officer
Section 1 = Summary of technology gaps, ideas, etc.
Section 2 = Meeting Minutes (conversation flow)
Section 1
Current Needs
• Inventory of resources
• Multi-incident allocation of resources
• Filtering of information
• Practice/daily use on disaster systems
• Visual picture
• Personal tracking capabilities
• ETA estimation
• Layering capability for levels of knowledge
• Updated systems that provide information faster
• Provision of systems for all personnel
• Scenario prediction
• Receiving a visual picture from line personnel
• Technology that is mobile
• Knowledge about public works facilities (water)
• Systems that are non-reliant on local infrastructure
• Health updates
• Logistic support
• Knowledge of available road systems during an incident
• Expanded mass notification capabilities
• Use of military resources and formal agreements
• Fire detection/prevention
• Radio system upgrades
• PPE upgrades
• Minimization of costs
Technology Ideas
• Automated “Knowledge Board” with selectable layer capabilities
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automated resource listing – how many you have, how may have been
deployed, when those resources have reached their limit and need replacement
ETA estimator with notification capabilities
3D Resource tracking – Automated Personal Locator for both wildland and highrise situations
Mobile IC tent
Modeling of fire scenarios
Draw screens
Using satellite to run new systems
Infrared technology capable of taking images through smoke layers/bad weather
Biometric Health Monitors
Automated system that calculates how much water, fuel, food, etc. is needed
when deploying x amount of personnel
Real-time traffic update, road closure update
Disaster radio – signal recognition systems
Vegetation depth recognition
Spark detection and notification system
Location and Modeling for fire severity and fire hazard areas
Blue Tooth Voice Recognition for autos

Section 2
CG – Define C3.
DN

- Unity of command

BM

- C3 means ordering, controlling, and deploying resources
- Command means having logistic support

TJ

- We all try to avoid duplication of efforts with other agencies when
ordering resources
- i.e. we don’t order 20 auto light bars when we know that another
agency just put in a request for those

BM

- Deciding which resources and how many are needed is currently based
on the experience level of the IC
- The gap in resources is during the first 12 to 24 hours of an incident –
after the point of an incident’s escalation, we get more help than we
need
(from Federal and neighboring communities)
TJ
- Although, problem with multi-incidents going on simultaneously is
those
resources won’t be as readily available – can’t always count on help
after
the
escalation of an incident
CG – What are the biggest barriers to incident control?
BM

- That intermediate period where we just don’t have enough resources
- Multi-incident management
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TJ

- Information overload

DN

- Weighing which incident requires the most resources

TJ

- Receiving real-time information is no longer a problem; it really has to
do with knowing what information we need to focus on
- Example of military “knowledge boards” where there is an IC room that
posts all the information that is needed right in plain view
- Another problem is there isn’t any practice being done for disaster
response on an everyday basis
- Additional burden of administrative requirements placed on personnel
CG - What is your Technology Wish List?
TJ

- Example of how 3C’s currently shows visual real-time info – need a visual
picture

DN

- There isn’t an accurate, up-to-date resource list that tells you what you
have, where resources are located, what else is needed for handling that
incident
- “we need to know where our guys are during an incident”

BM

- Resource tracking would be great
- Problem is that current AVL systems are system/vendor specific, and most
agencies don’t use the same system

TJ

- It would be nice to know our responders’ ETA to an incident site

DN

- Most of our current CAD systems have the software installed for this
function (estimating ETA), it’s just a matter of rewriting/querying data to
utilize this function

BM

- Much of the issue is that the info is there, it just doesn’t find its way to the
IC

DN

- There was a system we almost had installed called CPOF – Command Post
of the Future, provided by Tack Thorp company
- This tech brought segmented sections together by acting as the information
segway between these gaps

TJ

- Any new system in place needs to have layering capability – the ability to
switch between screens to filter out the “picture” you want to see
- Need something that tracks resources and gives a multi-view picture of the
incident(s)
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DN

- It’s a difficult situation to be in the IC role – you are charged with planning,
responding/handling the fire incident, monitoring and reporting the success,
and ordering and managing resources all at once

BM

- Past [computerized] systems were not built for speed
- Real fires are so quick that you need to make decisions before the scope of
the incident changes

TJ

- Any new system needs to be used all the time
- “We see our guys go over the hill in an incident and we don’t hear if they
are getting overrun” – need to track them better

BM

- Need filtering for personal location –need to choose which info is seen

DN

- Also need that tracking capability for high-rise situations

TJ

- And need to know location of victims during an MCI (Multi-Casualty
Incident)

DN

- Location during HazMat situations
- Always need to know “who’s in the hot zone”
- The Navy had a system they thought was better than the CPOF system, as
did the Marines at Pendleton
- It might be helpful to have an IC mobile tent setup like the military

BM

- ICs need a system that “sorts, filters, and manipulates information we
receive at the base incident level”

TJ

- Law Enforcement would be the best counter-agency to track, but they don’t
currently have AVL systems in place
- It would be helpful to get the Law Enforcement side on the same system as
Fire

DN

- Keep in mind that technology is only as effective as we roll it out
- We need everyone to have it, but we also need the tech to actually be used
- “What’s missing is the knowledge of whether it’s likely that our
plan/resource ordering matches the particular situation”
- We need a plan analysis application that provides ETA capabilities

BM

- There already exists some basic, low-level software that provides analysis
- FarSite – uses modeling to predict movement of a fire in an area – not realtime or immediate, so therefore not helpful
- We need scenario predictions
- Idea of “move-up” software – provides resource deployment models

DN

- Problem is it’s all based on probabilities
- Modeling is useful, but it’s only a component of what we need
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BM

- Modeling is not a priority

TJ

-

DN

- During multi-incidents, we could have a system that allows the EOC to
allocate resources to an incident, based on info from picture feeds

BM

- The concept of IC has an even higher level above it, and that’s the Area
Command, who makes large-scale resource decisions
- There is competition during a multi-incident situation for resources
- All decisions about resource allocation are made verbally
- People use buzz words, relationships, etc. to get more resources

BM

- We need real-time, visual information

TJ

- We don’t have time to read text (voice conversion to text not as helpful
during a fire)

BM

- We are constantly fighting to stay in the big picture and not get stuck in the
immediate

TJ

- It would be helpful (only if we need it) to be in-the-know about public
works
- If water shuts down, we can fight the fires

BM

- “I’m leery of systems that rely on local infrastructure”
- We can plan all we want, but if the local infrastructure goes down, any
disaster management tool that was linked to it is now useless
- A lot of the current technology available “assumes the presence and
functionality of local infrastructure”

DN

- Perhaps we need to change our approach – currently, our physical systems
(i.e. radios) are mobile
- The military creates a fixed point through a satellite and the information
then becomes mobile

TJ

- There’s also a problem with a generational reliance on technology
- If the computers go out, no one knows what to do
- If we need to, we’ll go back to runners if the system fails

BM

- There’s really no backup to technology is this particular region
- Line of sight doesn’t work out here because of topography

Need an electronic system that has draw-screens
“We’re still stuck on paper”
We need to be mobile
We need to get information straight from the FO
Having a picture would be much better than describing over the radio
Need coordinated operating picture
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DN

- We’re forgetting though that a visual picture isn’t always going to look the
same
- A different picture is provided at night

BM

- A helicopter picture probably wouldn’t be able to take pictures through a
layer of smoke

DN

- We need infrared capability to expand more than it has

BM

- We currently have resource agreements with Miramar and Pendleton
- It would be helpful to receive more deployment of military resources during
an incident, because there currently just isn’t enough

DN

- Let’s go back to the idea of the “APL” – Automated Personal Locator
- There is a huge European interest in APL technologies because they always
build up
- Need to have a 3D picture so we can see where our guys are in high-rises
- Also could use information on biometrics to see their health curing a
response

BM

- Biometrics would answer the question of how long we can deploy resources
before the need rehab and/or replacement

TJ

- Also, some resources may have better/worse capabilities based on which
location they are responding to
- Fire-Fighters can’t take the elevators, so they may be more tired if they
have to go up more flights of stairs

BM

- We also don’t give enough thought to logistic support for resources
- It’s a big deal to know if we have enough water, food, air, etc. to keep
everyone going

TJ

- It would be great to automate that process
- A system that calculates that you need x amount of food, water, gear, fuel,
etc. upon deployment of 10 personnel resources

BM

- That would be great to alleviate that decision from the IC role
- We need to order additional resources at the same time we deploy our
personnel, so to just pull the information without having to calculate it to
make that decision would be really helpful
- “We always seem to mess up the food during incidents”
- C3 should be reorganized toward a logistical IC system

TJ

- Keep in mind, most incidents only last a couple of hours
- We rarely have to deal with the long term effects, so if I have to use a
system I haven’t touched in 6 months, I won’t necessarily know how to make
it run
- Any technology needs to be used all the time
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BM

- Topic of Oakland infrastructure built on fill areas
- If an earthquake happens, all the evacuation areas (airport, highways) will
be destroyed

TJ

- If an earthquake happens down here, we won’t have access to our water
- It would be helpful to know which water mains are working, which roads
are open, and what our alternative evacuation routes might be for an area

BM

- Another issue we need to touch on is mass notification of the public

TJ

- The systems we have now just aren’t fast enough

DN

- They also aren’t deep enough – most people don’t use land lines anymore

TJ

- Most of the time we just use the media to get the word out, but if they
aren’t watching TV or listening to the radio, there really isn’t another
effective way to get the word out

BM

- Maybe we can have a hard-installed battery radio that receives a signal and
automatically turns on
- A system similar to the weather radio

TJ

- Somehow create an automatic response signal that notifies people

BM

- Call it a “disaster radio” and market it to the public
- Also, the topic of mass notification has two parts:- warning the public;
- and directing them what to do

DN

- Maybe we can change our thought process a bit and start utilizing
notification through the internet

BM

- We need to target communities better too
- We need to minimize wide area notification and direct it more to specific,
affected areas

DN

- There’s also the issue with familiarity of an area
- An officer from Chula Vista who is sent to work in Encinitas for the day
won’t know where to direct anyone because he doesn’t know the area

AL – Would it be helpful to increase ties with Tijuana?
TJ

- Not really, this has already been done to as far an extent as possible

AL – Would it be helpful to increase the amount of help you get from the military?
DN

- There is the issue of military deployment – aid isn’t always there when you
need it
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- The military also changes out their fleets and local Fire Systems so they are
no longer compatible with local resources
BM

- “The military has great fire-fighting capabilities, but they make noninteroperable decisions” (i.e. 400 MHz radios)
- We have superficial agreements, but there lacks any day-to-day
communication between local and military fire

TJ

- I currently have agreements to use the Navy Tugboats
- We will all have to evacuate to Pendleton if there’s a disaster down here, so
I would be concerned about having good agreements in place

BM

- There is the issue of turnover of CO personalities on base
- “If the CO is tuned in, we’ll make connections between military and local; if
they aren’t, we won’t hear a thing”
- Agreements/practices need to be formalized and institutionalized; not just
based on interest

DN

- We also need to focus on prevention
- Is there a technology that can detect wildland fires before they spread?

BM

- There is an experimental project through USD that has remote, unmanned
fire detection systems that identify fires in an area and then auto-notify the
fire department
- It would be helpful to auto-map fire hazard and fire severity areas
- Aerial photos currently can’t gauge vegetation depth – it would be really
helpful to have a system that can map that

DN

- Is there a system that could detect a single spark or muzzle flash?
- What if we could model a fire against weather likelihoods?

TJ

- But all these systems really need to be integrated

BM

- We also need to be realistic and address the issue of cost

TJ

- We definitely need an upgrade on our radio systems

BM

- We can only consider technology that is both capable and financially
deliverable

DN

- We also haven’t talked about PPE
- Our current PPE was NASA technology, but that’s already 25 years old
- We could use new clothing that is both fire-resistant and more breathable
so we prevent fatigue

TJ

- We really haven’t touched on our EMS services side either, for situations
like pandemic outbreaks
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- Phoenix has a really good system, with large visual screens placed in the
ambulances, which have a live video feed linked directly into the hospital
- Also have blue tooth voice recognition technology hooked up in the
ambulance so the EMT can have both hands free to work while they relay
information
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San Diego County Sheriff’s Department
Interviewee, Captain
July 23, 2007
Wish List
Electronic Force Field Perimeter
• Direct energy, non lethal
• Function is to disable, channel movement in a particular direction, and contain
individuals
• Could be used in a patrol car to disable or put another vehicle into idle
Sound Wave Generation for Incapacitation without Lethal Force
• For use in a hostage or barricade situation
• Could be used for when a suicide bomber is suspected
Data Analysis to Account for Current Intelligence Gap
• Intelligence is missed due to agencies not sharing real-time information
• Could be integrated into systems utilized at the Kearny Mesa Fusion Center (in
construction)
• Requires consolidation of dispatch centers and sharing of agency records
• Use of alarms, security cameras and radiation detectors that are connected to
artificial intelligence system that analyzes data patterns
• Staff required to analyze the data in real-time
SWAT Ballistic Suit
• Similar to the weight and feel of a sweat suit (very light)
• Protects all parts of an officer’s body
• Allows complete flexibility
Portable Ballistic Shelters
• Small and light enough to be mounted on a Segway
• Easily transportable
• Stored in a vehicle
Firearm Discharge Notification
• Similar to fire shelter deployment signal
• Alerts Command Center when a bullet has been deployed
• Enhances situational awareness by supervisors
K9 Dog Tracking
• Automated tracking system when visual has been lost
Air Purification System
• Can be applied to EOCs and other critical infrastructure venues
• Responds to fire smoke and/or chemical agents
Night Vision Capability for Sheriff Deputies
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•

Lightweight and non-bulky

Minimized MDC Battery Consumption
• Currently, deputies must leave cars running to keep the battery life up
• Start-up requires extended time to reboot computer - needs minimizing
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•

Carlsbad Police Department Ride-Along
Interviewee, Patrol Officer
July 13, 2007

Wish List
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to print out information from CAD and MDC systems (would expedite
filling out reports)
Increased ability for MDCs to communicate with other patrol car MDCs
Input images directly into MDC database (would aid in recording crime scenes,
etc.)
Increased training for the MDCs (most officers still use dispatch to run license
plates and get information on suspicious targets)
Voice recognition on MDCs misses a character almost every time (still have to
type information into it to receive a record – requires taking eyes off the suspect
or the road)
Same MDC system for each car (no one person is assigned to a car and each
system is different – therefore, an officer spends a portion of their shift just
learning to use that particular MDC to which they are assigned)
License plate readers for each patrol car (would alert when a “hot” car is passing
by in addition to cataloguing the data for reference at a later date)
Lightweight, compact, handheld device for running license plates at the site of
the car (eliminates having to go back to the patrol car and MDC to run the
suspect’s information)
DMV photos would be helpful in the MDC system (easy to identify a false name)
Automatic update that refreshes MDC data (currently requires manual update of
system)
Need goggles that can see through window tints
Volume modification (some people speak softly on the radio, others loudly, so
officers are constantly adjusting the volume – would be easier if this was done
automatically)
System that can shut a vehicle’s internal computer down if the person tests
positive on a breathalyzer test
Voice activated data input for paperwork (most officers spend the majority of
their shift just filling out forms)
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San Diego Sheriff's Bomb and Arson Group Meeting
Interviewees
1) Sergeant, retired, 2) Detective, 3) Deputy, 4) SWAT Team Leader,
5) Sergeant, 6) FBI personnel
July 30, 2007
“We don’t want to reinvent the wheel. We want to take commercial products that
have already been invented and simply tailor them to our needs.”
Question 1: What does C3 mean to you?
Bomb/Arson tries to avoid having a C3 structure because all communications are cut
when near an explosive device as it could set off the trigger.
Question 2: What are the Current Downfalls for the Bomb/Arson Group?
Communications:
Currently they rely on a wireless network (Nextel) rather than a radio network,
because it uses “direct connect” capabilities (similar to walkie-talkie function with a
wider range)
Issues with relying on wireless:
• Non-secure
• RF could detonate in response the communication signal
Question 3: What is Your Technology Wish List?
Systems that do not alter light, sound, or RF
EMC Protection (Electronic Countermeasures)
• Shields any RF receiver
• Provides jamming frequencies for 700 and 800 MHz only (as these are common,
public frequencies)
• Problem with this is anything wireless would shut down and inhibit
communications during a response
“Citadel”
• Small EMC machine with only a three meter halo (minimizes effect on an entire
area)
• Only capable of putting out two watts of power
• Would need to increase the output to at least five watts to increase efficiency
• Once halo is on, personnel can safely get near enough to deactivate the device
• This would save money and resources such as bomb robots since it would not
require detonating the device in order to dispose of it
Isolation of Radio Waves (Sensory System)
• Identification of possible triggers within a system
• Identifying radio waves that are in use in an area
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GPS and APL
• Dial-in and identification of a person’s proximity
• Found currently in watches (Suunto)
• Garmin GPS has altimeter and waypoints
Public Works Notification
• Alarm recognition and notification to other agencies
• Set up one company to monitor and report to any agencies that might be
affected
• Develop database to track patterns and irregularities
Gunshot Triangulation
• Identifies where a shot came from
Camera Recognition
• Pixel change is tracked
• If anything is disturbed, it alerts
Sniffers
• Fuel load recognition
• Recognition of chemical signatures
• Discriminates which components are the cause of a fire – can detect between
decomposing materials and the cause of fire
• Needs to be handheld
Pour Pattern Identification
• Can sense and record how a fire spread
• Compares molecular structure of chemicals to see where fire originated
Sprinkler System Sensors
• Can notify when and where a sprinkler went off
• Can be integrated into current systems as sprinklers are now required by law
• Can sense chemical signatures
Cognitive Radio
• Useful since Bomb/Arson works with Fire on a regular basis
• Would adapt to the useable frequency in the area
Bomb/Arson Talk Group
• Currently listed in CAD but has not actually been set up or developed
•
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Appendix B. Selected Phase II Interview Summaries
– Southern California
INTERVIEWEE: LIEUTENANT, SAN DIEGO COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT
INTEROPERABILITY OF FIRST RESPONDER COMMUNICATIONS
Communications
Cognitive Radios
¾ Immediate adaptation to any area’s available frequency/band
¾ Adapts by converting to low-band from 800 MHz
¾ Must be located within a previously designated reception area
¾ Requires a vehicle-imbedded router that selects which radio signal is
strongest and converts between the two
¾ Must have an extender on the vehicle, which then acts as the transmitter
between the radios
Increased Technology Interoperability
¾ Includes radio, cellular, and data transfer capabilities
¾ Both between and within agencies – requires a pre-designated repeater
¾ Bandwidth minimization
¾ Use of digital transmissions will decrease the size of the band through
compression techniques
¾ Use of available microwave technology will be on a higher frequency and can
be pointed directionally
Satellite-Based Communication System
¾ Little to no reliance on local physical infrastructure
¾ Requires a switch between the satellite and a backup LAN-based system
(similar to Sirius and XM Radio)
¾ Switch can be placed in a vehicle to ensure satellite visibility
¾ Use of a mountaintop repeater will keep satellite capability working
¾ Even if one (vehicle) router is disrupted, using microwave technology will
allow redirection of the signal
Operator-Independent Radios
¾ Requires no manual channel change by the user
¾ Trunking digital paths minimize user channel changing
¾ Use of a patch between the zone located within and the desired jurisdiction
(currently in use b/w Federal and Local agencies)
Common Radios
¾ Needs to be lightweight (__2 lbs__), powerful (__6 watts__), and have a
long battery life (__13 hrs___)
¾ Needs to be used by all local agencies
¾ Use of a mesh network which can draw a signal for up to 100 yards
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Transmission between a radio and a repeater is standard 5 watts – 6 would
be ideal, but requires a larger unit to run
¾ Updated antenna that is smaller than current to make up for extra wattage
¾

Cross-Band Connection Radios
¾ Immediate adaptation to any area’s available frequency/band
¾ Adapts by converting to low-band from 800 MHz
¾ Must be located within a previously designated reception area
¾ Requires a vehicle-imbedded router that selects which radio signal is
strongest and converts between the two
¾ Must have an extender on the vehicle, which then acts as the transmitter
between the radios
“Sideband” Capable Radios
¾ Allows the use of bandwidth that is less than the current FCC standard
(__________)
¾ Space minimization would actually cause interference issues
¾ Would require a buffer/tolerance area
Additional Ideas For Increased Communications Capabilities
¾ Increase use of SMS and VMS rather than radio communication
MERGING OF DATA, VOICE, VIDEO, & TEXT
Integration into one, easy-to-use system
Wireless Video Pipeline
¾ Video streams pushed down to phone/wireless
¾ High resolution imaging
¾ The resolution is controlled by the speed of the download
¾ Requires use of a high-speed REN
Real-Time Merging of First Responder Voice and Data Communications
¾ Needs to be ruggedized
Simplification of Current Systems through Command Function Integration
¾ Communications patches accessed through touch screen functions
¾ Can be a problem if the screen is illuminated – can give an officer’s position
away if it lights up
Voice-To-Text Conversion
¾ Available on First Responder radios and cellular phones
¾ Would alleviate issue of officer distraction while looking at their MDC
¾ Would require voice recognition training
¾ Use of VMS capability to record the message before conversion to text
¾ Could integrate Bluetooth technology (wireless headset) so the user never
has to push a button, etc.
¾ Requires path reversal to take text message and integrate into MDC
¾ Extend MDC to record voice messages and interpret as text
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Draw Screens
¾ FO can draw what they see in real time (i.e. perimeter of fire line)
¾ Mesh network
¾ Data would have to be previously input for all of the metropolitan area
¾ Integrate Google map into system
¾ Downlink information into current MDCs
¾ Provide aerial shots
Mobile/Transportable Data System
¾ Sends real-time video and data
¾ Requires a pelican case (small, durable) with a transmitter and a receiver
¾ Needs an OMNI-directional Antenna capable of receiving signals within a
100ft radius
¾ Requires vehicular repeater to transmit signals between radios
¾ Combine new technology with the current radios in the region
Additional Ideas for Enhanced Communications Integration
¾ Develop lighter-weight batteries so increased wattage is possible without
adding too much weight
AUTOMATED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS;
AUTOMATED DECISION SUPPORT;
Event Modeling, Intelligence Prompts and Decision Making
Automated Situational
Technology
¾ Use current License
records it)
¾ Requires 4 cameras
views
¾ 400 MB
¾ Query screen search

Awareness via Sensors and/or Visual Camera
Plate Reader technology (scans data continuously and
– 2 for a frontal view and 2 for side and partial rear
– can send email or text for notification of recognition

“Blob” Technology
¾ Crowd “hot spot” detection and evaluation
¾ Requires a he infrastructure base
¾ Requires multiple camera system
¾ Network all civil cameras by using a web-based server that public safety
agencies can access (though agreement)
¾ Synchronization of cameras with mobile tracking capability
¾ Use satellite imagery for large-scale, high-resolution images
Spark Detection and Notification System
¾ Infrared sensors need to be placed within an area
¾ HP-REN data network to transmit data once recorded
¾ Use of a digital camera that swivels in direction of infrared sensors when
activated
¾ Notification on GIS database when and where the sensor went off
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Intelligent Software Assistance during “Information Overload”
¾ Must provide user prompts
¾ Must include urban areas (in addition to wildland)
¾ Processes information and provides a warning based on presets
¾ Requires interpretation capability
¾ Safety prompts and reminders to upgrade, update info, etc.
Additional Ideas For Enhancing Situational Awareness
¾ Increase capacity to store data in smaller increments (digital)
AUTOMATED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Allocation and Monitoring of Resources
Automated Resource Inventory
¾ Use RF-ID (theft sensor device) to catalog when the equipment last passed
the sensor
¾ Download that information and cross reference against an inventory
database that
¾ Sends email notification if the equipment is due for upgrade, replacement,
etc.
Automated Resource Deployment Calculator
¾ Requires specifications for each individual that is employed (height, weight,
special requirements, etc.)
¾ Use of algorithm to calculate requires equipment based on those
specifications
Real-Time Traffic Update
¾ Include road closure updates and accident warnings
¾ Use of system similar to GARMIN – uses GPS technology
¾ Use of commercial data – i.e. CalTrans, LPRs
¾ Subscription service
¾ Would not require infrastructure as it is a wireless system
¾ Web-based calculation could provide repose time
AUTOMATED LOCATION & MONITORING TECHNOLOGY
Layered personal detection and monitoring
Automated Personal Location
¾ Real-time mapping of individuals
¾ 3-D tracking (high-rises)
¾ Triangulation and GPS through cellular PDA
¾ Requires altitude estimation through X,Y coordinate mapping and geocoding
¾ Vertical mapping instead of just aerial mapping
Cross-Agency Automated Vehicle and Automated Personal Location
¾ Automatic update when new agencies enter incident area
¾ CAD interoperability in addition to radio interoperability
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¾
¾

Translation between CAD systems
Interchange patch could send X,Y coordinates to all vehicles’ MDCs

Integration of Regional Sensors
¾ Include Public Safety and Public Works agencies (i.e. law, fire, traffic, water)
¾ ARJIS data already captures flagged alerts
Biometric Health Monitors
¾ Cell phone based data (has coverage limitations since it is wireless)
¾ Would check heart rate, pulse, temperature, etc.
¾ Transmit ion to command center
¾ Integrated into current equipment, i.e. vests
Sensory Notification to Command Center
¾ Recognizes and alerts command when a FO is in distress, needs backup, etc.
¾ Integrated into Biometric Health Monitor (above)
Fire Shelter Deployment Notification
¾ GPS location
¾ Flashing light once deployed
¾ Sensor placed on external switch so notification occurs upon deployment
¾ Use of position sensor (currently in radios) – if in a horizontal position for too
long, it notifies command
¾ Requires radio and remote transmission capability
AUTOMATED PUBLIC NOTIFICATION & INTERACTION
Real-time public information
Automated “Background” Information
¾ For use on 911 calls to replace “20 questions”
¾ Would need to have access to premise history and medical information
¾ CAD would recognize address or phone number
¾ Requires development of a caller Identification database
¾ Increase data storage capacity
Disaster Radio
¾ In-home radio
¾ Signal recognition system with automated notification
¾ SMS messaging technology
¾ GPS locator on radios
¾ Directional signal
Automated VOIP for Location Recognition
¾ Relay info about a caller’s physical location rather than the caller’s area code
¾ Internet phone location is currently being used by Vonage – web-based GPS
location on cellular
911 Text Notifications
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¾
¾
¾
¾

Call 911 through text
Relay visual information (picture mail) by cellular to CAD system
Include automated call translation for the deaf and ESL communities
Not a good idea – two-way dialogue protects officers from misinformation,
potential threats, etc.

Cell Phone Jamming
¾ Not a good idea – would need to emit a countersignal to block a signal,
thereby disrupting the environment
¾ Could generate interference with a signal allowing calls to be inaudible
COMMAND CENTER INFORMATION
Advanced Command Centers
Automated “Knowledge Board”
¾ Capability for touchpad layer selection
ETA Estimator
¾ Requires notification capabilities
Mobile Incident Command Tent
¾ Vehicle Command Posts work better for small scale incidents
¾ Tent required for mass incidents
¾ Needs individualized compartments for storage, briefing area, sleeping, mess
hall, sanitation
¾ Media section could incorporate stat projector
¾ Decontamination area
Infrared Aerial Imagery
¾ Provide real-time, night visibility
¾ Determination of hot spots and fire lines
¾ Available in unmanned vehicles as well as helicopters
Vegetation Depth Recognition
¾ Aerial determination
¾ Use of GIS
¾ Could be used for cross-applications including DEA investigations
¾ Requires imaging component
Radio Command Center
¾ Controls all channel connections for Field Officers out of one hub
¾ Requires remote access
¾ Unlock capability on the radio to switch between user and automated control
¾ Frequency automation
Pan/Tilt/Zoom Cameras
¾ Low cost service plans – Budget around ($_________) for (#___20____)
units
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Use of fiber networks (infrastructure issue if knocked out)
Must be portable – easily mounted on a light fixture or stand
Needs to be organized as a need-based application – no long-term contract
agreement for use
¾ Image deployment through wireless network and transmitter
¾
¾
¾

ADDITIONAL IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS, INCLUDING NON-C3 INTERESTS
Additional technologies that heighten Public Safety capabilities
Technologies That Help Push Decision Making to the FO Level
¾ Personal CAD system
¾ “Book and Release” capability in vehicle – use of Latent Print Reader
(minimizes booking time and fees)
¾ Potential threat recognition (i.e. notification if schools are just getting out)
Sharing of Critical Equipment between Agencies
¾ Region coordination
¾ Live, real-time RF-ID database tracking (availability of items and knowledge
of which equipment items were in-service, out-of-date, etc.)
Personal Protective Equipment
¾ Ballistic helmets with internal Bluetooth radio transmission
¾ Enhance uniforms against explosive and chemical threats (polyester melts)
Additional Non-C3 Technology Interests
¾ Gas masks that have communications/intercom capabilities
¾ Integration of Radiological detection into current equipment, i.e. radios,
watches, etc.
¾ Eyeglass technology worn outside a gas mask to allow visibility and a good
seal
¾ Flashlight-mounted uni-directional sound (makes people sick because of
frequency of wavelength)
¾ Canister that filters out contaminations within a specific range
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INTERVIEWEE: SENIOR MANAGEMENT, SAN DIEGO SHERIFF'S WIRELESS DIVISION
INTEROPERABILITY OF FIRST RESPONDER COMMUNICATIONS
Communications
Cognitive Radios
¾ Immediate adaptation to any area’s available frequency / band / emission
(signal) profile
¾ Trunking / Conventional
¾ Analog / ACSSB / Digital (P25) / Military
¾ Uses either a rechargeable (12 hour life) or common AA battery pack
Increased Technology Interoperability
¾ Includes radio, cellular, and data transfer capabilities
¾ Both between and within agencies
Satellite-Based Communication System
¾ Little to no reliance on local physical infrastructure
¾ Must interoperate with local signal environment
Operator-Independent Radios
¾ Requires no manual channel change by the user
Common Radios
¾ Needs to be lightweight , powerful, and have a long battery life
¾ Needs to be used by all local agencies
“Sideband” Capable Radios
¾ Allows the use of bandwidth that is less than the current FCC standard
¾ Trunking / Conventional
¾ Analog / ACSSB / Digital (P25) / Military
¾ Uses either a rechargeable (12 hour life) or common AA battery pack
MERGING OF DATA, VOICE, VIDEO, & TEXT
Integration into one, easy-to-use system
Wireless Video Pipeline
¾ Video streams pushed down to phone/wireless
¾ High resolution imaging
Voice-To-Text Conversion
¾ Available on First Responder radios and cellular phones
Draw Screens
¾ FO can draw what they see in real time (i.e. perimeter of fire line)
Mobile/Transportable Data System
¾ Sends real-time video and data
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AUTOMATED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS;
AUTOMATED DECISION SUPPORT;
Event Modeling, Intelligence Prompts and Decision Making
“Blob” Technology
¾ Crowd “hot spot” detection and evaluation
Spark Detection and Notification System
¾ Must include urban areas (in addition to wildland)
Intelligent Software Assistance during “Information Overload”
¾ Must provide user prompts
AUTOMATED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
¾ Allocation and Monitoring of Resources
Real-Time Traffic Update
¾ Include road closure updates
AUTOMATED LOCATION & MONITORING TECHNOLOGY
Layered personal detection and monitoring
Automated Personal Location
¾ Real-time mapping of individuals
¾ 3-D tracking (high-rises)
Cross-Agency Automated Vehicle and Automated Personal Location
¾ Automatic update when new agencies enter incident area
Integration of Regional Sensors
¾ Include Public Safety and Public Works agencies (i.e. law, fire, traffic, water)
Sensory Notification to Command Center
¾ Recognizes and alerts command when a FO is in distress, needs backup, etc.
AUTOMATED PUBLIC NOTIFICATION & INTERACTION
Real-time public information
Automated “Background” Information
¾ For use on 911 calls to replace “20 questions”
Disaster Radio
¾ In-home radio
¾ Signal recognition system with automated notification
Automated VOIP for Location Recognition
¾ Relay info about a caller’s physical location rather than the caller’s area code
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911 Text Notifications
¾ Call 911 through text
¾ Relay visual information (picture mail) by cellular to CAD system
¾ Include automated call translation for the deaf and ESL communities
COMMAND CENTER INFORMATION
Advanced Command Centers
Automated “Knowledge Board”
¾ Capability for touchpad layer selection
ETA Estimator
¾ Requires notification capabilities
Infrared Aerial Imagery
¾ Provide real-time, night visibility
¾ Determination of hot spots and fire lines
¾ Available in unmanned vehicles as well as helicopters
Vegetation Depth Recognition
¾ Aerial determination
¾ Use of GIS
Radio Command Center
¾ Controls all channel connections for Field Officers out of one hub
Pan/Tilt/Zoom Cameras
¾ Low cost service plans – Budget around ($_________) for (#__________)
units
ADDITIONAL IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS, INCLUDING NON-C3 INTERESTS
Additional technologies that heighten Public Safety capabilities
“Many of the items listed here have already been demonstrated in the civilian
sector. To date, the lack of standardization and the cost of the devices have been
prohibitive in an environment where the sustainment of basic communications
systems is an issue. Many of these ideas will require large quantities of spectrum
that just isn’t available to public safety.”
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INTERVIEWEE: FACULTY MEMBER, EXPERT IN FIRST RESPONDER TECHNOLOGY, PH.D.,
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
INTEROPERABILITY OF FIRST RESPONDER COMMUNICATIONS
Communications
Cognitive Radios
¾ Immediate adaptation to any area’s available frequency/band
¾ SDR radios
¾ One to two pounds in weight
¾ Preset radio channels can limit continuous scanning concerns
¾ Still most practical application is to manually switch channels
Increased Technology Interoperability
¾ Includes radio, cellular, and data transfer capabilities
¾ Both between and within agencies
¾ Take IRF traffic and transfer to VF radio
¾ Use a digital repeater (amplifies signal) that plugs in to a router
Satellite-Based Communication System
¾ Little to no reliance on local physical infrastructure
¾ Low level In-MarSat BGan (satellite computer)
¾ Can use dial up connection – requires 12 inch long antenna
Operator-Independent Radios
¾ Requires no manual channel change by the user
Common Radios
¾ Needs to be lightweight (__1 lb___), powerful (___5 watts___), and have a
long battery life (__12-16 hours__)
¾ Needs to be used by all local agencies
Cross-Band Connection Radios
¾ Repeaters that receive and transmit information simultaneously
“Sideband” Capable Radios
¾ Allows the use of bandwidth that is less than the current FCC standard
(__________)
¾ Simply requires more bandwidth
MERGING OF DATA, VOICE, VIDEO, & TEXT
Integration into one, easy-to-use system
Wireless Video Pipeline
¾ Video streams pushed down to phone/wireless
¾ High resolution imaging
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Requires 640x480 display (standard TV screen quality)
Must be web-enabled
EVDO video transmission
Real-Time Merging of First Responder Voice and Data Communications
¾ Trunked bandwidth to receive multiple feeds simultaneously
¾ Increase bandwidth availability
¾ Requires an all-digital transmission for data
¾
¾
¾

Simplifying Current Systems through Command Function Integration
¾ Model current video game controller systems
¾ Minimize key functions into basic categories
¾ Increase training and data awareness
Voice-To-Text Conversion
¾ Available on First Responder radios and cellular phones
¾ Voice recognition training required (and highly inaccurate if person does not
speak exactly as they did when recorded)
¾ Would require multiple agencies to train recognition systems for accents, etc.
Draw Screens
¾ FO can draw what they see in real time (i.e. perimeter of fire line)
¾ Use GIS and simplified shapefiles into a PDA database
¾ Must have previous mapping of region, including updates
¾ Could utilize downloadable maps for adjacent areas (Google maps)
Mobile/Transportable Data System
¾ Sends real-time video and data
¾ EVDO Rev-A
¾ Cell tower reliance
AUTOMATED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS;
AUTOMATED DECISION SUPPORT;
Event Modeling, Intelligence Prompts and Decision Making
Automated Situational Awareness via Sensors and/or Visual Camera
Technology
¾ GIS mapping and point identification
¾ SDSU Viz Lab currently utilizing this type of technology
“Blob” Technology
¾ Crowd “hot spot” detection and evaluation
¾ Patent recognition and pixel change detection
¾ Density of objects – contrast between light and dark could be recognized
¾ Algorithms to analyze data
¾ Requires a large processor to transmit this information
Assessment of Fire Severity/Fire Hazard Areas and Modeling of Fire
Scenarios
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¾
¾
¾

PDA with on-screen drawing capabilities
Uploading images over a server
Data path should be one frame per second

Spark Detection and Notification System
¾ Must include urban areas (in addition to wildland)
¾ GPac server with ambient 900 MHz fire detection system
¾ Sensors need to run at about 2.4 GHz to recognize something of that size
Intelligent Software Assistance during “Information Overload”
¾ Must provide user prompts
¾ Intelligent Agent software required
¾ Alarm system recognition
¾ Need to set user level when operating so it knows the level of calculation
required
¾ Prompt must be within 2 seconds of problem and last only 30 seconds to
supply information
AUTOMATED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Allocation and Monitoring of Resources
Automated Resource Deployment Calculator
¾ Algorithms for calculations
¾ Programming known information into a database
Real-Time Traffic Update
¾ Include road closure updates
¾ Use Cal-trans feeds directly with PDA systems
¾ Use yahoo maps
AUTOMATED LOCATION & MONITORING TECHNOLOGY
Layered personal detection and monitoring
Automated Personal Location
¾ Real-time mapping of individuals
¾ 3-D tracking (high-rises)
¾ Cell-phone tracking
Cross-Agency Automated Vehicle and Automated Personal Location
¾ Automatic update when new agencies enter incident area
Integration of Regional Sensors
¾ Include Public Safety and Public Works agencies (i.e. law, fire, traffic, water)
¾ GIS
Biometric Health Monitors
¾ Vivo-metrics (life vest with these capabilities)
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Sensory Notification to Command Center
¾ Recognizes and alerts command when a FO is in distress, needs backup, etc.
¾ Can be integrated into dispatch and operation systems
Fire Shelter Deployment Notification
¾ Sensor placed on the deployment latch
AUTOMATED PUBLIC NOTIFICATION & INTERACTION
Real-time public information
Automated “Background” Information
¾ For use on 911 calls to replace “20 questions”
¾ Requires user subscription to service
¾ Public call groups would need to be developed
Disaster Radio
¾ In-home radio
¾ Signal recognition system with automated notification
¾ Would need to be on at all times to recognize signal – the signal could have
volume application so it turns up when receiving
¾ Would need to be state funded and mandated in order for people to get it
Automated VOIP for Location Recognition
¾ Relay info about a caller’s physical location rather than the caller’s area code
¾ Geolocation located in cellular network
911 Text Notifications
¾ Call 911 through text
¾ Relay visual information (picture mail) by cellular to CAD system
¾ Include automated call translation for the deaf and ESL communities
¾ Would require a user authentication system
¾ Creation of a filtering system to prevent false information being sent to
dispatch
Cell Phone Jamming
¾ Requires the drowning of an entire cell signal throughout a local area
COMMAND CENTER INFORMATION
Advanced Command Centers
Automated “Knowledge Board”
¾ Capability for touchpad layer selection
¾ GIS system backbone
¾ Software application (would require upgrades)
¾ Would include on-demand access to cross-agency information
ETA Estimator
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Requires notification capabilities
Google mapping to record real time mapping, traffic speeds, road conditions
and closures
¾ Update on street mapping (construction)
¾
¾

Mobile Incident Command Tent
¾ Large capacity
¾ Inflatable
¾ Air conditioning equipped
Infrared Aerial Imagery
¾ Provide real-time, night visibility
¾ Determination of hot spots and fire lines
¾ Available in unmanned vehicles as well as helicopters
¾ UV energy
Vegetation Depth Recognition
¾ Aerial determination
¾ Use of GIS
¾ Remote sensing
¾ Satellite
¾ High spectral identification of plants that would match an information
repository
Radio Command Center
¾ Controls all channel connections for Field Officers out of one hub
Pan/Tilt/Zoom Cameras
¾ Low cost service plans – Budget around ($__1000___) for (#__________)
units
¾ CIMU cameras
¾ EVDO pipeline to transfer the data received
¾ Would need 360 degree view for a minimum of 50 feet and a zoom capacity
up to 200 feet
ADDITIONAL IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS, INCLUDING NON-C3 INTERESTS
Additional technologies that heighten Public Safety capabilities
Personal Protective Equipment
¾ Jackets with built-in water cooling systems (personal air conditioning)
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Appendix C. Selected Phase II Interview Summaries
– North Carolina
Police Chief
Urban, Western North Carolina Mountain City - Population 70,400
1.
Centralized capacity of all agencies involved to come together and
interoperability to operate in the field and work in a centralized C3 function. The
technology needed for training. Radio equipment that allows for a common channel
among all agencies involved.
Compartmentalization of talk groups; multiple
channels for different functions; i.e. one for command staff, another for personnel
on scene, etc.
2.
Radio equipment—the lack of bandwidth to operate during a critical incident,
as well as the protection of that bandwidth. Also we lack the actual equipment that
can transfer to other agencies channels.
3.
Remote cameras to field operations, like wireless cameras to record the
activity for future analysis.
Radio equipment
Thermal imaging—see movement imaging that could penetrate walls,
particularly during hostage situations.
Personal GPS (already have AVL)—would be very helpful plotted on a
so can see movement of teams and personnel.

map

Video—especially for mob situations; already have V-formation pepperball
guns, but cameras that are remotely controlled would be beneficial to monitor a
mob situation. This way we know who, and what area needs to be targeted.
Example: We have a hostage situation, which is not a typical day-to- day
activity. If we have a priority list of things to do readily available, along with the
people needed to notify it would be helpful. A Boiler plate that could be soft coded
so that specific names and numbers can be updated as people come and go, as well
as the ability to change the priority list as we learn more from various situations.
4.
Not enough protective gear. Bird flue gear at hand to protect officers from
anything of that nature.
Crowd control—field helmets, gas masks—protect from biological agents
and possibly clothing that filter out chemicals.
Goggles for protection
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Crowd control shin guards, vests on outside that could absorb the shock
of someone throwing things.
Note: Law enforcement grants eliminated. Fire and EM have sucked up most
of funding. Law enforcement is not receiving funding because there is not enough
funding for the police departments in North Carolina.
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Deputy Police Chief
Suburban, Central North Carolina City, Research Triangle - Population 24,932
1.
Command is those individuals in charge of the various disciplines. Control is
the field support units. Communication is the interoperability
between all parties
involved.
2.
The two biggest problems are the lack of practice with various technologies
and the lack of immediate access to the necessary resources during a given
incident. Often we have to borrow the resources or wait for them to be brought to
a scene.
3.
The formation of an EOC (Emergency Operations Center) that everyone in
command can work out of. A truck or van that could be used with computers and
communication capabilities.
We need some sort of communication system with public works. Also some
sort of backup communication ability in case stuff goes down.
Accountability system—we are already speaking about trying to get GPS on
the cars, but the capability of radios having GPS technology would also be useful.
4.
We already have a grant for tyvex suites, but I do know that not all
other
entities do. We have a lack of self containment (SCBA’s), but fire departments
generally have them. A smaller version would be better so our people can still do
their duties, but still be protected, especially during a chemical situation.
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Chief, Volunteer Fire Department
Rural, North-east North Carolina Community, 50 miles inland from coast Population 2,476
1.
Command is the instant command system used during a critical incident.
Control is making sure that we have control of a given situation. Communication is
the open line of communication with the various entities during a critical situation.
2.
Equipment is the absolute greatest barrier.
Radio equipment is not
adaptable with other organizations. For example county is using VHF while another
is using UHF. This makes communication during an incident very difficult and time
consuming. We have to spend time getting communication while dealing with the
incident.
3.
The right communications—everyone on the same frequencies and
communications with various law enforcement agencies that may arrive. This will
mean we have better control of the scene.
Accountability systems—we need to know who is there because volunteers
often
show up and we do not know they are there. Possibly a card system on the truck
that they can swipe as they come in so we know who is there and who we have to
pay.
Some sort of prompting system that could help during a situation, because often
junior officers are put in charge. Just some sort of suggestions of what to do
during a situation.
4.
Chemical suits, masks, and gas masks. Training is a big problem, so maybe
some sort of training software that is reasonably priced.
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Senior Management, Police Agency
Semi-rural, North-central North Carolina Community - Population 11,808
1.
A command post that is located within existing location or one that is
transferable (mobile) to the actual location of the situation. Adjusting to the
situation as problems arise.
2.
Funding is the absolute number one problem. Since funding is limited so
then is our equipment. The other issue is interoperability between agencies, as well
as sometimes we cannot rely upon telephone communication during a major issue.
Cell phones can be used; however, you can expect to lack this type of
communication during a major incident because everyone ties up the circuits.
3.
We are fairly well off here, but a few things would be extremely helpful. Our
radio system is just analog, so if Asheville comes over to help we cannot
communicate with them. So either an adapter or a better radio system would help.
The second thing is GPS locators, both in cars and on personnel. The third thing
would be air support. Arial reconnaissance when we have a situation would help in
determining where to send people and how many in certain areas. The highway
patrol has this, but the time it takes to get the help needed sometimes is too long.
4.
Not really sure about this, but I do know that chemical gear and gas masks
are always helpful.
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Chief, Fire Department (Volunteer)
Semi-rural, Mid-central North Carolina Community - Population 7,324
1.
Command in total control. Control–manage. Communication-exchanging
information, thoughts etc.
2.
The lack of funds and the equipment or methods (one source, like one radio
channel on a system that everybody could utilize together during emergencies)
currently used.
3.
Satellite telephones, or hook ups for major events when you loose all other
communications. Some type of GPS locater system so emergency responders could
have their locations pin pointed by other responders coming to help them.
4.
This is not technologies but during Katrina, I thought it would have been nice
to have deployed recon teams with trained personal (medic, fire rescue) air
dropped in remote areas to start assessments of injuries and other needs. There
were people just sitting around for days with no help. Having trained personal
groups who could organize these people into helping each other until relief gets to
them would be a good idea.
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Captain, Police Department
Urban, Eastern North Carolina City - Population 121,000
1.
This three prerequisites are needed to successfully operate an Incident
Command System. Command, Control and Communication allows the incident
commander to quickly develop incident objectives, manage all incident operations,
begin utilizing resources and start assigning responsibilities for everyone in
involved. The incident commander sets priorities, and defines the organization of
the incident response and the overall incident action plan. Communication must be
from top to bottom and bottom to top in order to be effective.
2.
Overall training in this area which we are constantly working on. Having only
a handful of fully trained personnel that can and will assume command effectively is
a problem. We are always in training mode which includes sending more personnel
to homeland security related courses so in case an event does occur there will
always be well trained personnel who can take command and control of the event
confidently.
3.
Computer software to set up incident command structure and be able to list
every resource at your disposal and be able to monitor it at any given moment.
Area wide communications capability (satellite phones) not affected by power
outages.
4.
Upgrade our protective suit issuance to our personnel. All personnel were
initially outfitted with Level C tyvek type suits with booties and gloves. They all
have the upgraded gas masks. We have been adding personnel to the organization
and must ensure they are also equipped. One hundred level C suits (with gloves
and booties) would bring us to the compliance level and allow for training and
replacement.
We also need to furnish the following upgraded reference aids to all of our
supervisors:
Emergency Response to Terrorism Job Aid (BNICE)
NDPO Commanders Guide for Responding to Bio/Chemical threats
Janes Chem-bio handbook
M-24 paper (reaction paper for swiping and cleaning) Decon
Duct tape for suits
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Chief, Fire Department (Salaried)
Semi-Rural Central North Carolina Community, Near Raleigh
1.
Command-in charge of a specific incident, event, etc. The highest ranking
individual assigned or delegated to ensure proper operation and meditation of a
situation. Control-The ability to maintain proper procedures and take necessary
actions to handle issues and/or incidents. Communication- One of the most
important ingredients necessary to be successful in any type of dialogue.
2.

The “dry” training necessary to be certified in this area (NIMS).

3.
The ability and time to train and discuss issues with those we will be
working with on actual incidents. Mobile command vehicle, sufficient radios to share
with those involved in the particular incident and manpower are always items that
would greatly enhance success.
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Deputy Chief, Fire Department (Salaried)
Urban, Central North Carolina City - Population 90,522
1.
Command is the entity or group of entities, whether single or multiple that
work together is a unified command structure. Someone has to be in charge, which
means we can’t have multiple persons in charge. Directives are sent from the
command post down to the staff at the scene. Control is getting all the pieces to
work together in unison, which is sometimes difficult. Communications relates to
the actual radio communication abilities to the terminology used. We use plain text
during verbal communication, but not everyone does, for example: say you need
to conduct a search for a missing dog, that is what we say, but others may say we
have a 1078 dog in area… Verbal communication is the key. We have radio
communications as our primary form, but it is crucial that we have interoperability
of communications with other entities.
2.
Training is the biggest problem to adapting to new technologies. A concerted
effort to bring all technologies together, rather than having one entity using one
system and another entity using another and neither can speak with the other. In
the market place, so often we find technologies to be proprietary (i.e. 7 vendors
with different products with each in its own little world). Either get everyone on the
same page or get some sort of adapter for each technology that would allow one
another to work together.
Standardization of the manufacturing of equipment should happen, so that
even if there are several vendors, we should still be able to work together.
The technical degree of the radio equipment and other technologies. I, as
well as most other entities, would prefer simplicity or ease of use. If you have a
great piece of equipment, but it requires specialization to use, what is the use of
having it?
The biggest this would be the ability to track personnel in any situation—in
real time—not just calling on the phone. Whether it is an RF based system—often a
lot of the time when firefighters are inside a structure we will be unable to locate
the personnel with any degree of accuracy. Motorola has some stuff, but if I
remember correctly they have backed off their claims.
MIT is working on
something, as well as the Worchester Technical Institute. Berkley is also working
on nano-technology.
3.

Top priority—personnel location from a safety and deployment

standpoint.

Search and rescue—thermal location, night vision goggles similar to this but
still very bulky. They need to work on getting a handheld version of this.For
specific bio-terrorism we would need internet access in the field. Something like a
procedure of steps to follow because this is not something we work with every day.
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Resources—during a major incident there can sometimes be an issue of
losing communication on cell phones. Across the board of cell manufacturers, when
there is a problem emergency services and DoD can bump regular cell phone users
during a critical incident, but it often occurs later rather than sooner. Now not the
next day, possibly through the use of a code punch system in which the cell phone
companies know who is in the emergency services and keeps them online.
Daily responses—the ability for traffic pre-emption devices. For example one
part would be having green signals on the route of travel to help prevent accidents
when going through a major intersection. Possibly show the best route with all
information coded correctly. A GPS locator on the fire trucks would also help in this
area, to show the dispatchers where they are and to keep things running smoothly.
Real-time information is best. Right now areas that do have the best route are not
kept up to date with constructions or wrong information is in the system. The
software would have to have the ability to be easily modified so that real time
information, like construction, is included.
4.
Chemical detection. We have to have a device that can read A-G, but right
now have all different devices. It’s like having one cell phone to call mom, one to
call dad, one to call Uncle Larry…you get the point. A more simplified way to
identify hazards (anthrax, gaseous hazards, solids, etc…). Biggest problem right
now is funding. One box at $50,000 could not detect substances mixed with water,
so we needed to get another box that could. A one-size fits all type of technology
would be greatly useful, and probably less expensive on the entities.
We spend a lot of resources on people that get lost in national forests. Some
sort of tracking device given at the main lobby of a national park would probably
reduce the cost of search and rescue of lost people. Not saying they keep it or
make it a requirement, but rather an option for those that would like to know that
search and rescue would find them easier with a location device.
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Chief, Fire Department (Salaried)
Semi-rural, North-central North Carolina Community - Population 11,000
1.
Command-whoever is the incident controller as well as the expanded area
of control. Communication—liaison through from command down to personnel on
scene. Radio issues—1 frequency which the whole world is on but we still have
chaos on the radio.
2.
Personnel—the biggest problem is if you have the best technologies in the
world, if you don’t have training it isn’t worth anything. We need the training in
order to run them; otherwise the technologies are of no use to us.
3.

Staffing—biggest issue
Standardized radio communications throughout the nation

Major event—one command channel so we don’t have everyone and their
brother on it tying up the communications
A mobile command post would be especially useful
Never want all emergency responder on one channel—a prime example
was 9-11. If everyone had been on the same frequency we still would have
had chaos. The need is a whole other frequency to communicate upon.
A huge issue is keeping up with personnel. We always have people show up
freelancing. Some people who show up are acclimated with the command post and
know to check in and go to staging post. We need to know what resources and
personnel we have during a critical incident.
Radios that can be used inside buildings. In a regular house fire we can
adapt fairly well, but in large incidents we need to know where our people are and
be able to communicate to them. For example if a portion of a large building is
about to collapse, if we do not have communication with our personnel we cannot
warn them and they will most likely not make it out.
Traffic patterns—I-85 interstate has pre-set up routes in the event we have
to manage an evacuation route, but often the information as to what roads are
under construction, if a tractor trailer can fit under the bridge, etc. are incorrect.
The technology we have does not allow for this—we still have to go out and check
the routes that we are going to send people on. This takes time and is often a
waste of resources. A real-time traffic pattern.
GPS locators on personnel—have an alarm activation system incorporated
into the locators; the only problem I can see with this is if we have too many
people (say 30) in a building they will probably overrun each other. Requires
software programming so each does not override the other.
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4.
Some kind of satellite imagery where the command post can be miles away,
but still know what is occurring. Possibly located on the helmet so we can see
what the on scene personnel see.
It would be worth its weight in gold.
***anticipate where the plume is going and we can warn them.
Protective gear—problem with NO 1 suit that can protect from everything.
For example—some SCBA’s are level A, some are not. Something that could be
used daily, but still protect the personnel would not only decrease the costs
associated(because only have to buy 1 for a person, rather than 3 or 4 different
ones just to make sure they are protected), but it would make it easier to know
when they will go bad. Right now, once they are contaminated we have to replace
them, which is not cost effective. Finances—we do not have enough to replace; we
cannot have 10 sets because we do not have enough money and then when we do
have the money to purchase then we don’t have enough money for the technicians
that are required to maintain them. Due to funding cuts in the fire and police
departments unless we need them right then, we don’t see a need to purchase
them.
Trackers—we should never lose an Alzheimer patient, but we do. If they
could wear bracelets with some kind of tracking device it would be very helpful.
Every once in a while we cannot find one that has wondered off, and by the time we
do find them they are usually dead. The same goes for those that get lost in the
national parks. We spend a lot of money and time searching for those people lost
in a national park. Just offering the bracelets for them to rent out with a tracking
beacon that they could activate if they are lost would help prevent their deaths
because we cannot find them. A lot of resources are spent on search and rescue
because the area to be covered is so great. We don’t need to make them
mandatory, just available. We have on-star in the cars, why not in the mode of
bracelets.
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Senior Management, Police Department
Emergency Management / Communications Division
Suburban/Urban Central North Carolina City - Population 48,399
1.
The ability to direct personnel, assets and resources to complete a
mission/task through an organized method using various forms of communication
to accomplish. Due to Presidential Directives regarding NIMS, you can almost say
that NIMS is the new definition of Command, Control and Communication.
2.

Money
Compatibility
Research and Development (knowing what is available)
Internal department/citywide focus on technology and application

Security concerns of city Information Technology Department
coincides with money issue, but mainly concerned with personnel

(often

3.
Interoperable Communications for our Region (Broadband Wireless for Mobile
Data Program with versatile applications)
Personnel Accountability System
Critical Incident Software NIMS compliant
Wireless Video from “teams” to Incident Commander or Command Post
Satellite telephone, radio and data for major critical incidents or when normal
facilities are lost
Mobile Command Post outfitted with Technology
4.

CBRNE detection equipment and PPE
Deployment vehicle for Special Response Team for high risk situations
Surveillance equipment

Enhance carbine rifle program to allow for additional tactical weapons at the
patrol level
Mass Decontamination Field Units
Portable shelters/field units for C3, support functions, additional decon /
victim intake, etc.
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Note: needs and priorities change from time to time, #3 and #4 items could
change and are not to be identified as an all inclusive listing.
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Chief, Police Department
Semi-Suburban/Rural, Central North Carolina Community, Near Raleigh —
Population 18,214
1.
Key personnel (Chiefs or Deputy Chiefs, police and fire, directors from public
works, utilities, government officials, council mayors, etc) working together in an
area where all the decisions are made, which are then passed down to command
supervisors, who are in control of the situation at the scene.
Most of
communications would occur on local frequencies. We try not to use typical
communications that would hamper the day-to-day activities because so many
people are on one frequency. We usually use hand held equipment like phone
connections or WIFI internet.
2.
Depending upon where the incident is located and what area we could have
bad coverage with radio communications and limited internet connectivity. Incident
reports are done through the internet, and if we don’t have booster antennas we
are severely restricted in our capabilities. The land-line telephones are sometimes
unreliable because too many people are using them, especially during a major
incident.
The major problem is the local agencies all using different radio equipment
and frequencies. The county frequency is on 800 Megahertz, but the neighboring
agencies use the 400 frequency. We therefore have limited communications, which
then leads us to have to rely on cell phones and nextels. If we do use the
frequency that the neighboring agencies are using we still have to get
authorizations from that agency, which can take a while.
If we don’t adhere to the philosophy of the command then we don’t have the
staging set up right, which then can cause a breakdown in the command structure.
3.
Radio communications—same frequency and immediate authorization for a
centralized channel. What we do have works relatively well but sometimes it can
be very difficult to accomplish what is needed.
Laptops with some sort of WIFI system so we can access the information
needed outside of the network system. We need to be able to operate in the field
the same as we would at a desk.
Ability to have a 911 center and a backup center that we can connect to
remotely. The ability to operate outside of a building.
AVL-automatic vehicle locator.
Right now we are working on getting
everyone MBTs in the cars in Wake County. Once it is available in the county then
we will move forward with the AVL systems. It will provide a visual where everyone
is located, which will be useful during a critical incident.
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Prompts from the command center. The ability of the command boards to
share valuable information to individual officers, possibly with the ability of the
officers to see that information. (Where the staging is and the different areas they
need to go. Sometimes people are left out that actually very much need to be in
the loop.) This would also cut down on radio transmissions. This could possibly be
used to breach the breakdown in communications that we have now because of
interoperability issues.
Cameras and WIFI shareable. Even is no actual visual, but at least we can
see where the actual units are at. What units are available? Accountability of the
personnel involved.
Cost—need to make technology available at a reasonable price!!
More manpower—usually the biggest issue with small agencies is the lack of
manpower. If I have 10 people available and I need 10 people for a major incident,
I still have to worry about other incidents that occur. Just because we have a
major incident does not mean everyone else will hold off on their everyday
emergencies. This is actually the biggest problem because you end up having one
person doing too much in the way of communication and carrying out the duties.
Note: because we do have limited resources, if an incident goes on for 2 or 3
days I now have to worry about scheduling those personnel that we do have. If
you schedule someone for too many hours then they will not be useful after the
incident.
4.

Chemical protection, shelf-life
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Chief, Fire Department (Volunteer)
Rural, Western Mountain North Carolina Community - Population 1,120
1.
More than one agency involved (like fire, police, and public works) and all 3
have to work together. Command is one from each of the departments working
together to get the job done. A good radio system and the personnel trained to do
what needs to be done.
2.
Funding for equipment or actually the lack of funding. We put in for grants
but most times we do not get the grants. Companies are making big profits. The
technology is being made but we cannot purchase, especially in the smaller
communities.
3.
Computers in all trucks with preplanned response software with the steps or
procedures to follow (chemical, biological, etc). Most personnel know the day-today fire responses that we need to complete, but those incidents that are few and
far between and very little training can pose a huge problem if they occur.
We need to update our pagers with ones that actually work properly.
Training material on the computers at a reasonable price.
way too expensive for us.

Right now it is

A Nextel system or cell phones on each of the trucks so the radios are not
used as much.
Specialty classes to get to the same level as everyone else. This way you
know that the training one person in your department has done is the same as the
training done by another in a different department.
A backup repeater system so if one goes down we can shift to the other one.
Our command center expanded a little more with more up to date
equipment. Possibly better computer technology so the dispatchers have the ability
to send the calls by computer to our response teams. (The dispatcher’s type in the
information and have that information go straight to the computer of the person on
scene). Not enough dispatchers, so when a major incident occurs they are bogged
down.
Accountability system—someone leaves and we don’t know they have left.
Place a monitor on the air packs so when they are cut on it shows who is there.
Right now we use a plastic tag and hand that tag to the commander on scene. New
personnel often forget to do this, so we do not know who is there.
4.
We applied for a FEMA grant for new up to date air packs and chemical gear,
but only received a few. Some air packs were replaced, but enough.
New trucks (right now our trucks are over 20 years old)
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Captain, Police Department
Semi-Urban/Rural Central North Carolina City, near Charlotte - Population 40,000
1.
Overall responsibility of overseeing an event during an event. This includes
both telephone and radio communications. A critical incident is different from what
the DoD has in mind a critical incident could be as simple as a major traffic
accident. It causes us to go into a unified command. This incident command
system is the same process whether it is during a chemical attack or a day to day
incident.
2.
Money is the biggest factor. The lack of funding; however, right now we are
in fairly good shape. The problem is not so much getting the funds for the initial
technology, but rather getting funds to keep the technology up to date, maintained,
and the personnel trained. Once we make the initial investment we end up needing
updates fairly often to maintain operability. The grants are generally geared toward
the larger metropolitan areas.
Also, the human element is a factor. The learning curve—we need to have a
buy in by the end user in order for the technology to actually work. This can relate
to anything from computer technology to something as simple as radios.
3.
I would like to see for our agency an incident command vehicle with work
spaces for setting up the incident command post as well as space available for
other related areas. (i.e. negotiators is dealing with a hostage situation—computer,
all radio frequencies, equipment for mobile/free-standing command post)
Automated location system to know where personnel are at so the command
center can send the nearest unit to the scene.
Another thing would be radios. Due to changes in radio technology (radio
venders) we need to upgrade our radio systems. This will cost $2.5 million to $3
million. We definitely need to address this issue. Right now the 800 trumped
systems are owned by 3 major county municipals. Currently we are using the MTS
2000 Motorola. We want to maintain acceptable upgrades and still be able to
communicate with the other county municipals. We definitely need to make sure
that whatever we upgrade to will be compatible with the system. If we were to go
to VHF or UHF it would end up being a step backwards. The system we are looking
at allows for better capabilities for interoperability with other agencies. When we
have to talk to other agencies, often we cannot because we lack the capability to do
so. We are part of the Regional group trying to get interoperability, which is trying
to get the needed equipment to communicate even if an agency is on an old,
antiquated system.
4.

Mobile data system in cars
Swipe driver license-card reader for citations
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Digital imaging in cars for positive identifications
Officer safety technologies
A true paperless reporting system, basically improve upon the system we
already have
Better wireless capabilities in cars with information capture techniques
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Assistant Chief, Fire Department (Volunteer)
Rural, North-central North Carolina City—Population 6,578
1.
Mitigate the incident and everyone gets to go home. Mitigate the hazard and
less people are hurt.
2.
Communications—dispatch centers and radio technology; lack of tracking
personnel; often if we are operating in a structure we cannot find our personnel.
Many radio frequencies cannot be used inside a building so no one can hear what to
do.
NIMS is the incident command system used by the entire nation. It is
required to reach compliance in many areas. In some we are good, but in many
others we are not. In a volunteer organization nobody understands what is going
on. We need a better training system in an incident management system
Mostly communications is the major problems—we need personnel trained
well with the proper technology that goes along with the training.
3.
#1—integration of SCBA tracking device that can penetrate walls at a
REASONABLE price
#2—radio system that can communicate through buildings; we already have
thermal imaging, but communication is what we need.
#3—pre-incident
procedures.

planning;

mobile

data

terminals

with

step

by

step

4.
Right now we are becoming too confident with the gear we have. Structural
fighting gear for everyone. SCBA’s—buddy breathing (that is our bread and butter)
Most are not EMS related so heavy and so hot—it is required to be protected
but we need something to protect the people from heat strokes and heart attacks.
When there are wildfires people get too hot and then we have to worry about
personnel dropping.
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Lieutenant, Technology Commander County Sheriff
Urban, Coastal North Carolina County —Population 168,000
1.
Command is taking reasonable responsibility with a good flow of
communications from everyone involved. Control of the scene, both good and bad,
in order to mitigate as best as possible in a given situation.
2.

Interoperability between the state, local, and federal agencies.

Training on a regular basis—each agency has its’ own training methods, but
everyone should be training on NIMS so we are all on the same page. Many times
it is not the lack of desire to train on NIMS, but rather the money to train.
3.
Communications equipment—interface for 800 and 400. Also many times we
cannot get coverage within a given area. The NEXTEL system has a coverage area
that is very limited away from major areas (rural communities it does not work).
Cellular technology is too expensive, but would be useful.
Grant money is very limited.
More in depth training at all levels. Exercising between major training on
regular basis.

a

Alternate communication—satellite technology distributed at 1 or 2 per
agency. FEMA has it when they are responding to emergencies.
More command training—classroom setting better than internet because we
don’t end up with the personal bonds that are needed during an emergency.
Also
the expansion is not as broad.
Personnel accountability software as a resource tracking method during a
critical incident. Make incident management software system more feasible in the
field. Right now the cost of the software is going to be too expensive; we need it to
be reasonably cheap because most agencies do not have the funds to purchase this
type of software.
Keep maintaining training with various officers.
Mobile command posts—Charlotte-Mecklenburg purchased theirs at $1.7
million each; which is too expensive for the other agencies. Hurricane alley has
none allocated, but they should have them. We need the ability to spread out the
command posts to outlying areas. Just to purchase a stripped down version (not
including the computers) cost $400,000. This also does not include thermal
imaging, which is a necessity.
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Communications between agencies is a major problem. Right now New
Hanover County works together fairly well, but I do know that not all counties are
at this stage yet.
4.

Training Software

Protective gear—tyvex suits, chemical gear—people are not going to respond
if they don’t have protective gear or training
Detection equipment—multirays—RRT (Regional Response Teams) need
infrared that tells what chemicals they are dealing with. This is very good to have
In a dream world Communications would not be a problem; however, they
are. Right now it costs $25,000 for crossovers for communications. We already
have one in the county but we have to call and wait for the Emergency
Management to show up. It is very good that they rarely turn us down, but the
time that we have to wait could be better used.
FEMA gets $1.2 billion for equipment and training but none of it was broken
out for training to agencies on the outside. What are they going to do with those
personnel that do not know how to operate the equipment? We should not have to
wait on specialists to show up because often times there are not enough of them.
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Chief, Police Department
Urban, Central North Carolina City—Population 106,439
1.
Command - Establishment of protocols and lines of authority to handle
specific situations or general operations. Control – Supervision over operations.
Communication – Ensure that information moves in all directions in timely manner
If this is a “global universal concept,” we suggest an integrated approach to
operations/situations in order to direct resources to deal with operations
2.

Ability to acquire the technologies
Adopt protocols for their use (internal and external)

3.
Real time information would be the greatest asset; i.e., video that could be
networked
Camera enhanced throw phone
Web based portable surveillance equipment
4.

More up-to-date generation equipment, i.e., “night vision”
More current versions of all Department of Defense items
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Chief, Police Department
Suburban, Coastal North Carolina Town (Barrier Island)—Population 2,567
1.
Unity of command. Set chain of command. One person in command, not
ten. Communication is the first breakdown. We have 800 Megahertz system so we
are fortunate. There are some advances in digital, but when we go to it then we
will have problems communicating with the agencies on the analog systems. We
will have to use a relay or patch if everyone does not keep up, then we will be
going backwards rather than forwards into the future. We need to work on this
throughout the country. We need to have someone that can control and request
the proper equipment for the given situation. NIMS equipment typing needs to be
worked on—where and who to report to, what equipment we need to be on and
when to use it. Standardization needs to be done, for example plain text for
everyone but the police. Instead the police need a standardized 10-code across
agencies. We don’t have this standardization because we have a fluid environment
unlike fire.
APCODE are the ones who do the national training on the
communications. Updated training for the telecommunications would increase
safety among various officers. We need the NIMS program fully developed so we
have a resource book. We need a backup system (redundancy) in the systems, like
additional repeaters and radios.
2.

Cost of technology

Maximum use of technology—provides full value to us. We need to balance
the cost and the end result.
Public opinion-cameras in town are equivalent to big brother. We have a
highly educated population and they are politically savvy, which questions
authority.
3.
Command and Control—if we have a major storm and need to evacuate we
have no where to go. We have a couple of people at 911 out of the flood zone, but
not enough people are out of the flood zone. An alternate emergency evacuation
center for hurricanes. An off-site building that we can ride out to and operate out
of. Most coastal regions hurricanes are the biggest problem that we have to worry
about. A mobile command post is effective but not needed by us. We got a van
from the federal government. We have radios and dispatch center so there is not
so much a need for communications because we do have the 911 center. Looking
out for the town as a whole—making the structures is good. A mobile unit would be
good for different crime scenes but they are not really needed.
Digital fingerprint technology, because the federal government will probably
not allow for ink printing too long in the future.
Cameras around town in a wireless form. We are not as interested in a live
feed, but a recorded feed for 3-5 days, for example for vehicles that have been
broken into.
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Our average response time is 3 minutes so we don’t really need personal
locators. We do have the danger of an urban fire that could easily get out of
control.
We have such an influx of people on a daily basis which causes a real
concern for terrorism in the chemical or biological hazards. They can disappear into
large metropolitan areas before the day is done.
Water system—storage levels of chlorine are less than it needs to be.
There is not a high priority for cellular phones.
National response system has a better system than ours in terms of
dispatch—more professionalized but we end up losing local control. Our patrol cars
have computers, which helps immensely.
NIMS abbreviated online, with the basic forms and such instead of trying to
rely upon memory. For example, the abbreviated book that we do have on a
computer system that personnel can use easily.
Smaller areas need satellite phones. For example, during Hurricane Fran
cells and 800 Megahertz went down because there were so many calls coming and
going it jammed up the system.
HAM phones are used at the 911 center, but we still need some way to
communicate with those personnel on scene.
All department heads and board members should have cell phones or
satellite phones so they can put the government back together if a major incident
does occur. If they do not then you have a complete loss of command and control.
Where are we going to operate if a category 5 hurricane comes through? We
do have plans to evacuate and shut down, but it is only a category 3 plan—anything
larger what do we do?
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Police Department Grants Manager
Urban, Coastal North Carolina City—Population 76,000
1.
Command and Control is all about allocation of resources and communication
between all those personnel involved.
2.

Funding

Projects don’t interface well…one database is not compatible with another.
Software venders make big money if they can even get them to interface.
Training—when we have specialized technology does that technology go with
the person with the training or does it stay with the agency. If it stays then you
have to train another person, but who is to say that person is the best person for
operating the technology.
Some patrol officers don’t even want a computer in their car, so I would say
that personal preference can be a problem. Some new technologies make officers
more efficient, like an automatic license plate scanner, which we are attempting to
acquire right now.
We do have City View with all information, but right now we are trying to get
the Flier system with video uplink.
GPS navigation, but you have to make sure all 3 counties are involved.
Upper management is pro-technology, but the lower ranks are mixed in their
beliefs. Many believe AVL is bad because it could be construed as “Big Brother”.
3.
#1 internal communication with the helicopter. Right now we need 3 radios
to communicate with the different agencies. We need to be able to transfer to the
800 digital systems.
#2 Triggerfish—a means of tracking fugitives through cell phones (costs a
lot). The sheriff’s department has one but we still need one.
#3 Plume Software—probably rely upon Emergency Management (Warren
Lee). This is the county version of the state agency. He will connect with the 911
center
#4 AVL’s-good and bad points. If free but otherwise probably not. It is bad
for patrol officers to be out of their geographic area so many of the officers will not
want it even though the benefits would help.
#5 Analyst work station with analytical software. It does still need to tie into
the one we already have. It must interface properly. We already own RMS so we
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don’t need a separate database for it. It has been out for about 2 years now in
Gainesville, FL. (Analysis and interface of information)
#6 Camera monitoring system with real-time digital intelligence software to
direct the events.
Software licenses are very expensive at $1,500 for one. Computers are also
too expensive at $1,500 each.
Automatic notification system for calling in more officers during a major
incident. A selective call system that automatically calls people during a major
incident without having to do individual calling.
Too many radios and distractions while in a car so a voice recognition when
running tags and drivers’ licenses would be extremely helpful.
In rural counties criminals know where to go so they don’t get caught. Often
the rural areas are not able to catch the criminals because they lack the manpower
as well as the technology.
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Assistant Chief, Fire Department (Salaried)
Urban, Coastal North Carolina City—Population 76,000
1.
Command is having the tools to use efficiently and effectively to bring the
incident under control. Command and control is controlling the situation thru a
network of communications. If we don’t have communications then nothing else we
do matters.
2.

7 regional HAZMAT, mass spectrometer
Education of people directly related to how effective we will be.

How does a piece of equipment help the community (part of the education
process). If the community does not accept the equipment as well as the personnel
assigned to operate it then it isn’t going to work.
3.
State ports are a big issue. Communication barriers are a biggie here. We
do have 800 Megahertz system but they do not.
Common understandable
communication system and terminology.
ACU 1000—UHF and VHF all on a common frequency. Understandable
communication procedures. Katrina was a totally different scenario than what a
local incident would be. Interoperability of communication is the biggest problem.
We are going to the VIPER system in the state, but what do we do when the federal
agencies come in.
Mobile data terminals—we know basically where people are at but not
exactly, which would be helpful. The biggest thing relating to that is making sure
that it is affordable. If a major event occurs then a GPS locator is good—but it may
not be feasible for us in the day-to-day situations.
Wasting of funding in the little counties because they think they need all the
equipment. We need to make sure the equipment is placed in areas that can be
transferred to the surrounding areas so there is not a waste in funding.
Technology strategy like a big brother communities that are sophisticated
that go to help the outlying smaller communities. In order for that to work we need
to make sure that all areas are on a good communications system. Warren Lee is a
key player of supporting the communities. (Emergency Management Manager)
Coordination between the cost and equipment used during an emergency.
Personal locators in small areas not as important as they are in the larger
cities. This applies to those areas that have 100 mile fire lines.
Pre-fire plan is only good if the response times are long then it is beneficial,
but if you it only takes 3 minutes then there is no point in having a fire plan on the
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computer. By the time you get the computer up and running the truck is already
there.
One major problem is when we send resources away to another county then
they are out of range of our radio communication systems. We lose contact with
them other than through the use of cell phones.
Satellite phones are too
expensive, but they would be better for us.
Also a backup center is needed if we loose the repeaters, which could easily
happen during a major storm.
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Chief, Fire Department (Combination Salaried/Volunteer)
Suburban, Coastal North Carolina Town (Barrier Island)—Population 2,567
1.
In a global sense incident command have the strategies and implement the
tactics that they should. Effective communications and feedback to see if doing it
right.
2.
Most times the technology actually needs to fit the mission not just the latest
technology that is out there. Sometimes have to modify the existing procedures
and need to be able to do it effectively. The toughest part is to train personnel on
the new procedures and finding ways to use the technology properly. We usually
end up doing a mixture of the old way and the new way. We do not want to
abandon good sound procedures in order to use new technology. For example, the
use of thermal imaging technology—we opted not to transmit a video feed back to
the office in order to prevent all the command staff standing around watching a
video rather than being on top of the entire situation.
3.
Everyone has radio communication issues. We are using the 800 Megahertz
trump system, which is a good system but it still has its flaws. The on-scene
incident commander needs to ultimately and absolutely be able to talk to the
personnel inside the building. Our procedures are based on the assumption that
the commander will be able to communicate; however, we are still losing
communications in dead zones.
Post disaster communication is also a big issue. For example, during Katrina
all existing communication was gone. At the local level satellite phones for key
personnel provides for better redundancy. We do need better backup technology if
we lose all communications after a disaster. HAM radios are good for the outside
word, but not reasonable for what we need. Possibly the use of a line of sight UHFVHF. We cannot rely upon towers because they are often out when a major
incident occurs.
We have a pretty good leg up on interoperability in our county providing the
radios do not go down.
We use a P25 compliance system to allow for
interoperability. We need a radio system that does not rely upon generators, which
can be lost during a flood, or on tower sites. Batteries are a possibility, but we
most likely won’t be able to charge them up and we probably won’t be able to keep
enough batteries in order to keep them up and running. We have certain talk
groups assigned so at least that is one less worry during a critical incident.
We still record everything manually on sight. Automatic voice recording
would be useful if it is proven and worked then we would implement it, but
personnel are more important than getting this equipment.
4.
New gizmos—portable thermal imaging equipment would be useful (smaller,
lighter). Continue to improve and refine. Right now we can people and fires. NFPA
standard for thermal imaging would be advisable because right now there is no
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standard way of presenting the information. This could cause misinterpretation due
to the entirely different ways that it can be presented. It would be useful if
everyone could have it, but the cost would have to be lowered.
Individual cooling system inside the gear to prevent heat stress and heart
attacks. There will be maintenance issues if the system is too extravagant.
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Major, Police Department
Urban, Central North Carolina City—Population 95,000
1.
Command, Control, and Communication is taking the leadership role and
maintaining the proper resources needed to handle the situation. The leadership
role involves the effective dissemination of equipment and personnel in an orderly
progression to the completion of the task.
2.
When multiple agencies are involved the communications systems and the
response plans are the biggest obstacles.
Coordinating the technology with maintenance schedules in order to keep it
operational.
Personnel need to adapt to the technology.
The training is slow in
comparison, which sometimes frustrates the personnel because we have the
technology but they don’t know how to use it.
Also, by the time we receive technology there is something new and better
out there that would actually be better suited to our needs.
3.
Web-based command program with a centralized reporting command
structure that can distribute the information needed to those personnel in the field.
Better communication systems—right now most of the urban areas are
attempting to get on the VIPER system that the sheriff’s department is
implementing throughout NC, but almost all the rural areas are not. We need to
get everyone up to speed on this program so that interoperability is not so much of
an issue.
4.
Most of the money has been sent to our EMS and fire departments with not
much being transferred to the police departments. We are on the bottom of
receiving protective gear including priority level protective gear. Most of the grant
money from DoD and the federal government is going to fire and EMS then the
remainder is going to law enforcement. In North Carolina most funds are being
funneled to the VIPER system.
Training—we get bare bones with just the initial training. We need follow up
training and in some cases more in depth training.
Emergency Response Hazmat does not need to go to each individual agency
but there does need to be more training and better equipment for those larger
agencies that should have it.
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Director, Emergency Management
Southern Coastal North Carolina County
1.
Emergency communications plan developed properly. An action plan on how
everyone will communicate. Right now the state of North Carolina is in the process
of writing the Emergency communications plan.
Effective communications
immediately have a dialog to understand command and control. NIMS—utilize
effectively will be critical functional and users need to understand verbal
communications need to be coordinated.
2.
Technology is a wonderful thing; the advances in technology gives
specialized communications devices, with small groups and sub groups. Make sure
your plan to utilize your features are designed to support a lot of users accustomed
to using 1 channel, but now more sophisticated—many more talk groups to have
independent discussion.
Is and will be the ability to utilize new technology
effectively. Backtracking a little bit-training in a classroom setting as well as
exercises to use the technology properly. For users, a mock incident with the use
of the technology facilitates the training while making the personnel more
comfortable with each other and the equipment. Funding—need additional funding
to enhance the equipment we already have in order to bring the technologies up to
speed.
3.
Problem—good coverage areas and redundancy in locations we are in;
however, I do know that the coastal areas have more of a problem with this, as
well as the rural areas. Funding—system build out with coverage issues addressed.
Computer aided dispatch system—already have in place but we are making sure
that it will actually be useful to us. The bottom line is if a responder is not fully
aware of the functions of Command and Control then the technologies will be of no
use. If don’t have an understanding of the technology then the technology is of no
use. The internet is not as good as mock incidents and exercises for training
purposes. It is much better for people to form a bond with those they are working
with rather than just the information. You absolutely must have redundancy in
everything you are doing because one key person is not going to be there every
time no matter how much you would like to think they would be. Depending upon
the situations, the equipment may not be useful during a situation.
4.
Assurances of resources for state and local incidents. A system to track the
availability of resources. In our situation identifying aircraft to transport medical
supplies (if what is needed is available and when).
Inventory management
system—what resources are available to assist us when a major incident occurs.
We have one of the largest munitions depots in the world here with a nuclear plant
right beside it. We get no local funding to protect these and very little in the way of
preparedness for and incident at either facility. For example not too long ago we
had three million pounds of explosives on a ship with a major fire. We only had
350 responders handling a very dangerous situation. If nobody wants to provide
the funding then we obviously won’t have the equipment at a necessary time.
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Director, Emergency Management
Rural, Southern Coastal North Carolina County
1.
You need to know what the problem is. You need to know what is going on
or is taking place to fix the problem. You need to know what equipment you need
to fix the problem and how to get that equipment. Communication: Being able to
communicate with the First Responders that are en-route to the scene along with
mutual aid departments coming from surrounding counties to render aid, and also
being able to communicate with the First Responders on the scene.
2.

Funding for equipment and training, or rather the lack of it.

3.
Radio patching equipment to solve the major problem of interoperability.
After that, everything else would be much easier.
4.

Radio patching equipment.
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Director, Emergency Management
Rural, Western Mountain North Carolina County
1.
Command, Control and Communications (C3) are the essential elements
necessary to effectively manage any event, organization or situation.
2.

The greatest barrier to implementing C3 technologies is funding.

3.
Ordering and managing resources is often a logistical nightmare that could
be made more efficient through an automated resource typing and logistical
management program.
4.
On-scene interoperability could be accomplished through use of a RIOS or
other system that allows the user to interconnect multiple types of communications
devices across a wide frequency spectrum. Having high-speed reliable satellite
internet would assist in local disasters when local and landline systems are more
susceptible to failure.
5.

Radio patching equipment.
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